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IIS. GOULD
FOND OF

yesterday' testimony,,, the basis of
which was that at" Various times at
Castle Gould, she ihad been Intoxica
tedbad abused, servants, given arbitrarv and" unreasonable commands
and had used severe language in al
tercations with' her husband.

DETECTIVES SAY SETTLE

GUARD

ON EARLY
OF BIG DAM

ANDREWS INSISTS
COMPLETION

HENEY

.
Special to The Optic.
Washington, June 18. Delegate W.
H. Andrews Is earnestly pressing the
secretary ox the interior and the rec
lamation service for a resumption of
PROCESSION OF SERVANTS TELL the work on the Elephant Butte dam, FORCE OF ARMED MEN PROTECT
PROSECUTOR IN GRAFT
OF HER
particularly the expenditure wllhout
a
dollars
of
million
,
TRIAL
appropriat
delay
IN LIQUOR
,
ed for this project by congress.

JAG
E
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NEVER

LIMIT

A

FIVE O'CLOCK
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LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO,'

TAKE
DEFENSE
OUT LICENSES TO FISH

RAISES

PROTEST

few days ago, the grant board agrees
to recognize the validity of the Mon-

toya allotment within certain boundar
ies as fixed by the board, under wbich,
the allotment would be cut about one-hal- f
the elzse claimed, by .the Placita
Ranch company, and to convey this
tract absolutely to Attorney Louis C.
Ilfeld, as trustee, by whom deeds are
to be given to the various claimants
according to their respective interr
ests.
Totals About 25,000 Acres
The land claimed to be within the
original allotment, together,; with the
tract known as the Circle pasture,
BOARD contains about 25,000 acres. The CirGRANT '
VEGAS
LAS
cle pasture is a tract of land which
ADOPTS RESOLUTIONS LOOK-:- '.
has been .'n possession of - William
ING TO A COMPROMISE
Kroenig and his father for the last
40 or 50 years, and was originally supOUTLINED posed to re within the. John Scolly
PLAKS
LIBERAL
grant,. the patent to which, however,
left it inside the Las Vegas grant. All
TRUSTEES TO RECEIVE $20,000 f this, together with the portion of
the Montoya allotment, title to, which
FOR ABOUT 25,000 ACRES
is now recognized, -- Is to be deeded to
. OF
LAND
.
the claimants, who are described as
tho Placita Ranch company, Theodore
Gaussoln and Manuel Maes, and the
COURT
NOW
TO
IIP
MATTES
board Is to receive In payment $20,-00-

EDITION.

VItlGHT BOYS

DISPUTED

WARDED

TITLE

ILUriLu

,

HONORED
AERIAL NAVIGATORS
n . . . . . I . MMpawv Akin
I

HOME CITY

GREAT

DAY

'

DAYTON

IN

EX
GENERAL JAMES F. ALLEN, U. S.
HS
Fred G. "Wels of New York, who is ATTORNEYS FOR CA1.HOUN
VALET DETAILS
"
ARMY, DELIVERS PRESENTA- -'
;
CEPT TO WILD TALK TO
here for bis health and has recently
'
MISTRESS' ANTICS ON ONE
"'
'!
TION SPEECH
JUfVY
changed hla habitation from Harvey's
, OCCASION
to..El Porvenir, has taken out a fish
ing license; H. M. Northrup, .. who
LAUDS WOHK OF INVENTORS
HUSBAND MAY
TESTIFY went to the mountains yesterday with POLICE IN FULL C1IJESE
Mrs. Northrup, has barricaded him""""
self against the new law by providLOOKED AF WILL NOT BE EFFECTIVE UNTIL
HEADS NOT TURNED BY GLORY,
AND
JURORS
JUDGE
'
Board Will Get $20,000
INTIMATED HE ' WILL FURTHER ing himself with a bird license, and
SECRET
OF
HORDE
BROTHERS FIND TIME TO
BY
TER
BY
The
of
JUDGE
this
APPROVED
result
Isis
.
compromise
general hunting licenses have been
HUMILIATE WIFE BY GOING
will
board
AGENTS
that
the
WORK IN SHOP
receive
sued
to
G.
C.
grant
J.
Blevins
E.
and
MILLS
W.
J.
Almy,
ON STAND
$20,000i for its disputed claim to a
Walter B. Hoke.
the Montoya allotment and the Circle
Nation,
San Francisco, June 18. Francis J.
Dayton, Ohio, June 18.
The board of trusses, managing the pasture,
The proces TOWN COUNCIL ORDERS
New YorkJune 18.
cojtaining In all about
to
Wilbur
tribute
state
and
times
three
paid
was
city
at'
interrupted
its session this
Las Vegas grant,
acres, or in other words, It will
NEW SIDEWALKS
sion of servants and employes to the
BUILT Heney
when three
Orvllle
and
Wright
today,
of
bis
minutes
the
to
first
thirty
during
dispose of this claim at the rate of
week, passed resolutions looking
witness stand In the Gould divorce
gold medals were presented them.
The tow.i council on the West eide address to the jury today In the pros- the settlement of title to the tracts about eighty cents an acre. This is
case, continued today. Since the third
took place on a
The
presentation
day, when Mrs. Could lost control of has ordere-- that stone or cement ecution of Patrick J. Calhoun, accus- of land near Los Alamos, known as by far. the most liberal settlement
their M'Ao
not
from
far
n
her feelings and wept, she has kept sidewalks be constructed'
both ed of attempted bribery. The excep- the Montova allotment, and the Kroe-ni- g made by the board on any large tract platform
where
their invenfactory,
aeroplane
inside the prant, previous settlements
herself well in hand. The only sign sides of Valencia street from the
to
the
The
title
Circle
pasture.
for
General
James Al- - .,
was
the
taken
were
attorneys
perfected.
by
been made on a basis of from tion
she has made since was, a shake of court houss to the county jail, thence tions
has long been claimed by havingallotment
of
the U. S.
otficer
chief
ku.
of
signal'
on
gross
the
ground
$1.50 to $2.50 an acre.
on to the corner property of Sheriff the defense
ier head or a smile of sarcasm.
J. D. Hand. The Placita Ranch com
or
medals
Ihe
gold
The entire matter is now in the afmy, presented
Attorney Nicoll, for Mr. Gould, said Cleofes Romero at the intersection of misconduct.
pany and others. It iss derived from hands of Chief
. congress,, whie Governor ,
dered
by
Justice William J.
(
lie might v'all the latter to the stand the next street. The latter is having
Twenty policemen guarded the en a grant made by a Mexican justice of
Judson Harmon, of Ohio, preserved
room
during the day and Counsel Shearn, a cement uidewalk built along the trances to the court
and a the peace, some years ago before the Mills, as the resolution provides- that the state medal and Mayor Burkhardt
until appromised a front of hla residence premises.
representing Mrs Gould,
of New Mexico, it. shall not become effective
. .
"
of Dayton, presented the medal from;
squad of secret agents escorted Heney American occupation
proved ' by the court.
u mis Hap
severe
a
man
the
to
tract
who
the
of
by
Another
allotted,
room.
squad
to the court
the city. Although it was the big
. '
pened.
name of Jasus Maria Montoya. The
armed men guarded the jury box.
HANDS IT
SENATE
day- of the celebration, the WrUMa
Valet Divulge secret
y
CAR
directly into his dis allotment was made according to cer- CIIALEfERS-BETROl- T
found time to wo k a short whil in
plunged
Heney
Harrv J. Veitch. formerly employed
'
tain specific boundaries and wa3 sup
.
u. ora v,
TO
NEWSPAPERS
course,
little chop.
charging
xirey
their
as a valet by Mrs.. Gould, was palled
one square league,
to
contain
to
posed
the
WINS
Abe
Reuf
RACE
pay
money
giving
CHEAT,
.Pays Investors Tribute
'
by the liefenc. , During his employment,
supervisors for a trolley pemit. and By Montoy i trie IsmH,, was soli In
In presenting the government medlie traveled with Mrs. Gould to
Washington, June .18. The senate said Michael Coffey, a supervisor con- small strips to numerous Individuals,
.Crown Point, Ind.,- - June 18. Mat-so- als to the Wright brothers in recogthe West Indies and to Europe and
day voted down ' Senator Brown's victed on the same evidence, had of- title to most of which has been ac
nition of their aerial invention, Genattended her at the St. Regis totel
driving a Chalmers-Detrocar,
on fered to help out, but he did not have quired in recent years by The Placita
and Castle Gould. He eald be assisted amendment, placing print paper
won the Indiana cup for stock cars in eral Allen, representing the secretary
Ranch company.
to obstruct justice.
of the relatl'-her la preparing ber toilet on, one oc- the free list in the tariff hill, by a enough money
today's race over the "Western Van- - of war, gave a hiutcry
Board Backs Up'
29.
62.
Senator
vote
Lorimer,
to
of
States
govern
the
Unlt.;d
between
casion. He said he saw her under
The grant board since Its organiza- derput" course. Robertson, in a Lo
in the
brothers
ment
and
the
the influence of liquor several times, the new member from Illinois, voted ECLIPSE OF SUN BARELY
Wright
tion has refused to recognize these ti- comobile,' end Monson in a Marion
amendment.
the
an
against
of
rchase
deal
of
a
IN
VISIBLE
she
drank,
and that
aeroplane.
LAS VEGAS tles, claiming that the Mexican jus- were second and third respectively. pi
great
not to
Senator Brown decided
He said that so far as he knew the
liquor. Veitch described one incident
of the peace had no authority to The time for the 232 miles was
tice
of
remarks
favor
in
contract entered into by the Wright
at Ca&tle Could When she drank very make any further and
Just before sunset last evening make the allotment and that, even 4:31:21.
gave way to those Las
and bis amendment,
boisterous
' of brothers for furnishing
the governmuch, becoming
who took the pain granting his authority, the boundaries
Vegans
Almost
available
very
space
Gallinger, who replied to the to look, witnessed a
ment with a heavier than air flying
the twenty-sithreatening to lire everyoony oa tne Senatorstatements
mile
pf
as
course
now
partial
tract
of
was
eclipse
the
claimed
not
are
occu
Nebrasmade by the
place. She asked me to tie her "slip- many
The eclipse was visible the original boundaries and that the pied by thousands of spectators who machine was the first contract made
the sun.
pers, and when I started to do so, ka senator hi favor of free print pa- here a few minutes before six o'clock, lines have been so enlarged as to take had gathered to witness today's races by any government for aeronautical
kicked tbeaa off in the air' said the per.
He also spoke of. the
at wbicb time the moon encroached In much more land than was original
uuove mentioned was appliances.
ymjii
"For eleven years," said Senator
witness. '''And later in the evening,
tbe sun. and a short time later ly granted, Numerous attempts at a perhaps tho most exciting. The cars flights of tbe Wright brothers, both
upon
manufacturers
have
though staggering, Mrs. Gould ordered Gallinger, "paper
The eclipse was compromise have been, made, but al- took their places at 7 o'clock, and in America and abroad, concluding
been advocating forest presrvatlon, it bad disappeared.
two more
In the United States only ways without success until the pre aner a lew minutes, were sent awav his remarks along this ' line" by sayvisible
and
have
in
doing so,
purchased
Alwsys Obeyed Orders
for the gruelling contest.
above a line drawn from San Fran- sent action was taken.
ing that to them is du'ej the greats
.
Veitch told of an incident in the twice as much land n Canada as in
Soldiers from the First Illinois reg credit of publicly demonstrating to to
cisco
Under
Texas.
resolutions
as
the
a
Christ!,
Corpus
passed
United
States."
St Regis totel when Mrs. Gould or the
iment were detailed at forty-on- e
mili the world the practicability of dynaHe further declared that In wages
dered him. to throw a table laden
stations along the route to keep mic flight.
tary
makers
with dishes into the hall. He said alone, the Canadian paper
order and prevent accidents. TeleSuccess Well Earned
HOLD-U- P
Mrs. Gould stood. at the door of her have the advantage of $ 2.00 a ton in
were also stationed to flash
success
of the Wright broth
"The
graphers
apartments watching him and ex making paper, besides the advantage
the results lo the Judges In the
ers has' not been due to cnance,
of
grard
cord
a
on
$8.00
wood.
He
the
said
pressed approval when he threw the
stand
said General Allen, "but to their
table into the main corridor. He said price, was kept down by competition,
daring and intelligence
persistence,
exand
is
conceded
it
no
trust
that
It made a great racket. He believed
in.
working out the difscientifically
PARISH
PRIEST WILL
no one sa him do it, but he merely ists and" that there is, no combination
which
ferent
go to make up
parts
to
raise
f
the
said
He
PRAY
FOR NEEDED RAIN
paper.
price
did it bcause he was told to and Mrs.
machine
and
their
18.
practically testThat the aroused the officers guarding the
Muskogee, Okla.. June
Gould stool by to see that he obeyed newspapers were far frpm unanimous
In
Orvllle and '
same
the
flight.
ing
folon the subject of free print paper.
robber
v
bandit
and
in
of
the
the
train
and
which
battle
treasure,
Rev. Fr.. Paul Gilberton, pastor
days
her orders.
their
Wilbur
have
by
genius
Wright
"The clamor for this legislation," are not past, at least in Oklahoma, lowed, Johnson Kirk, a deputy, was the Churcn of Our Lady of Sorrows,
Insurance Agent Testifies
and perseverance done honor to the
he
when
shot'
was
three
made
"comes
head
evident
from
and
the
the
will
and
said,
mass
colemn
today,
through
Mt.
at
instantly
cheap
sing
an
insurance
high
H.
Knowles, ;
Henry
'
sensational part of the press."
heavily armed bandits at an early killed by one of the robbers, who Calvary cemetery next Tuesday for United States.
agent, said he took dinner with the
in return has
United
"The
.
States,
He
declared a rpduction In th pa- hour this morning held up a train in turn was himself mortally woun- the repose of the soul of dead solGoulds at the St. Regis one; time
would
schedule
on
in
&
ded
Iron
St..
Mountain
bullet
Louis
from
per
a
not
a
Winchester
the
in
diers
by
only bring
purgatory. Imploring that
when Mrs. Gould became very disa
Canadian aper, but Norway, Sweden railway, near Bragg, this state.
In the hands of another officer, which through their mediation the earth may olution of its congress and the pres
greeable. He said also that Could
'
entation of the30 medals, designed
The robbers evidently knew that pierced his breast.'
be blessed with rain.
left the tobie on uoe occasion when and Finland, with- their cheap labor,
f
by the secretary of war. In accordance
The two remaining, robbers, than
the train was carrying a consignhis' wife was drinking. Knowles re- would compete. .
with that resolution and with the
ment of money for distribution along mounted horses nearby and fled. A
ferred to an autpmobile trip from
LOOKS BAD FOR
of the secretary of the "
to
was
meet
the
and
line
is
the
Gould
Mrs.
hastily organized
regular monthly posse
Paris to Nice, and said
ANXIOUS TO SECURE
at the United States
struck
treasury
pay roll, for no sooner had they for- now in close pursuit of the fleeing
continually complained to her hus
MEAT
INSPECTORS
In
mint
Philadelphia.
to
band and used strong language He
bring the train bandits, whose capture is expected at
NEW BRIDGE CONTRACT ced the engineer
- Won
Signal Honors
to a stop than they made for the car eny time.
Another battle is cersaid they attended a mask ball in cos'
"Within
the
past few 'months Mr.
cartain when they are overtaken, as
in which the money was being
tume.
East St. Louis, IJ1., June 18. A cor
J. B. Hinchman and W. H. Renton,
their pal.who was wounded, declares roboration of the many charges Wilbur Wright hai made demonstra
"What costumes did you woar?"
Fire
comprising the Hinchman-Rentoasked counsel.
The train crew resisted, which they will not be taken alive.
against the government meat inspec- tions ia the presence of the King of
"Mine w.-tors' system here, was given to the England, King of Spain, and tbe
a Trilby, and Mr. Gould Proofing company of Denver, are in
officials wh are investigating1 condi- King of Italy and the Ambassador
appeared .e cupid " was his answer. Las Vegas from that city, preparing
to
on
bid
the
construction
of
the
in
tions
proa
This brought, great laugh,
which
by Juilus Bischoff, an inspector, at Rome, has also flown as a passenMrs. Gould Joined, looking at' her hus- posed new bridge across the Gallinas
who was on the stand when the In- ger with Mr. Wright. These two dis
river between the town and city of
band and Enjoying his discomfiture.
quiry was resumed today. According tinguished gentlemen have therefore
Las
to J. F. Harms, whose open letter to received the most distinguished hon
to
Vegas.
Abandonment.
Trying
Justify
It is understood that S. R. Bullen,
Indications are that the7 plaintiff
Secretary Wilson caused the inquiry, ors both at home and abroad." Gen.
Bischoff substantiates the story of his Allen described the medals during his
'must endure for another day, possibly secretary of the Pueblo, Colo., Bridge
of the
for two, the embaras&ing
ordeal of company, Is in the city, with the
speech. They bear a
The secrecy with which the inquiry great seal of the United States, the
listening to the testimony of former same purpose In view.
home riderless. A search was at once is being conducted has caused much date of the Joint resolution of conJune 18.
Mr. Hinchman is a cousin of A. W. ' Trreon,
Mexico,
have
been
servants, all of whom
called at the instance of her husband Hinchman, formerly of Las Vegas, One of the most atrocious murders instituted for the missing men and comment tbout the stock yards Offi- gress providing fcr the medals and
t6 sustain, if possible, his contention and bis company has just completed ever committed in the state of Torre-o- n their bodies were found in the mes-qul- cials of the packing companies believe the words of the resolution "In rectook place yesterday, when Tibur-ei- o
by the, roadside.. The men were the secrecy will hurt future"business. ognition and appreciation
of their
that living with his wife was imprac- a $65,000 apartment bouse for him
ticable and unpleasant, hence
the in Denver.
Garcia, a mail carrier between shot in the back, and the robbers, be- Harms thinks the statement of' Dr. ability, courage and success in navi'A. W. Hinchman built what Is still this city and Topia, a mining camp, lieving that tho dead men's eyes A. D. Melvin, who Is conducting the gating the air." On the reverse Is a
charge of abandonment, the mainstay
of Mrs. Goald's case, is not borne out known as the Charley Shirk residence and his brother, Juan Garcia, were would retain a photographic impres- inquiry, thit the charges are baseless, chemh hfrlrtp th (nwh f onllE-htWhat Catherine Clemmons Gould at the corner of Lincoln avenue and murdered .by robbers. The first news sion of the murderers, gouged out is detrimental to the inquiry and for enment flying over the earth and the
heard today was but a reiteration and Ninth etreet. It is now owned by Wil- of the cime was g'.veri when the bor-se- s their eyes. Rurales have been sent in this reason has declined to participate irscription "Shail mount up with
In gome rpects an amplification of liam Harper.
unless it la open to the press.
ridden by the victims, galloped pursuit of the assassins. . .
wings as angels."?
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taken out to the railroad hospital for ing pitched from the top of a box car
medical attention, had his collar to the ground and sustaining serious
bone broken in the accident, and his hurts about the head and body. Far-fewas standing on top of a car
shoulder's are said to be black and
blue.
with two other switchmen, when yard
H. C. Short, a Santa Fe traveling eiigihe 2386, Engineer Haunstein, ran
auditor, was enroute for Albuquerque into it and attempted to couple it up.
from La Junta on No. 1 yesterday af- Farrell was a married man.
of
ternoon,' being joined here on the ofSpecial agents of the Union Pacific
Asking judgment for $50,000 alleged grant was sold on the first
to the Chama Valley Land Co.,.
ficial trip by J. M. McKelvy, a district are making war on brakemen and to be due as commission for the sale
auditor, with residence in Las Vegas. other trainmen who take money from of the great TIerra Amarilla land a syndicate organized by Andrus, but
the broker- Albuquerque railroad men and bus- tramps and give them permission to grant in New Mexico and southern the Catroni failed to pay
iness men who have been closely as- beat their way over the road in Colorado, O. B. Crum and Horton E. age demanded by Crum and Don Car
of this suit Is
sociated with T. E. Purdy, the retir- freight cars. At Rawlins, Wyoming, Don Carlos of Denver, have filed suit los, and the filing
'
'
court
Denver
at
in
J.
the
district
was
against
J.
to
Carter
sentenced
of
railroad
fifteen
in
the Santa Fe
ing agent
C.
the Duke City, will give a dinner in months in the penitentiary and at Thomas B. Catron and Charles
WOMAN FATALLY BURNED
his honor at the Alvarado hotel there Echo, Utah, two brakemen pleaded Catron, both of Santa Fe.
BY COAL OIL EXPLOSION
owners
were
The
Catrons
to
9
formerly
hoboes
from
o'clock.
at
money
taking
guilty
Saturday night
which
acre
tract
of
520,000
the
tJD
ride. Money was
big
Frank Cv Spencer, manager of the to permit them
Mrs. James F. Coleman, of 'Cerrilcurio department ot the El Paso, Tex- marked and found in possession of the was recently purchased by a New
south Santa Fe county, was the
los,
Tork
for
?1,000,000.
syndicate
as, branch of the Harvey system, and trainmen. They will be sent to state's
1 Don
victim
of a fatal accident there on,
in
an
claim
Crum
Carlos
that
for
Miss Maybelle Brown, were married prison
highway robbery. Five other
al the residence of Charles Zelger, in men are in jail at different points March, 1903, they entered into an Wednesday while trying to start a
oil. The oil exploded
that city. The newly-wed- s
have gone along ,the line for similar offenses. agreement with the Catrons to sell, fire with coal
were
clothes
and Mrs. Coleman's
Five tramps taken from cars at Lara- or trade the huge grant,
tc Denver on their bridal trip.
off
burned
her
the
land
Catrons
Injuries
The
obtained
body,
causing
Brakeman Markle accidentally fell mie were discharged, each declaring
'about 35 v?ars ago. Thomas Catron (irom which she will probably die. M.
off a freight train In charge of Con- that he had given trainmen money for
j
is a prominent attorney at Santa Fe, Newhouse, a telegraph operator, who
ductor W. W. Chandler at Springer, a ride.
and a pioneer of the territory, having rushed
to the crazed woman's
Wednesday night about II o'clock, beheard
he
her
there shortly after the close of assistance when
gone
Chamberla'n's
thn
In
cut
seriousBest
the
head
and
Cough
ing badly
Remedy
was also seriously burned
war.
the
civil
screams,
on
the
Market.
,
ly bruised In both shoulders. He was
After agreeing t0 sell the land the while attempting to , extinguish th
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
taken to Raton for medical treatment.
Denver
It
on
agents entered into negotia- flames. The husband of the unfortu
and
find
the
best
the
The order for ice on the Rio Remedy
E. W Tardy, editor of tions with R. J. Martin of Kansas nate woman is a blacksmith at
market,"
says
Grande division has been increased The
Sentinel, Gainsboro, Tenn. "Our
also
with
Thorpe
from two to throe cars a day.
The baby had several colds the past winter City, Mo., tnd
of
Bros.,
Minn., for its
Minneapolis,
leads of congealed luxury leave Las Ve- and Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Women Who Are Envied.
These two firms had as a
gave It relief at once and cured purchase.
gas on No. 31 about 3 o'clock in 'the
client
John
Andrus
of
New
York
E.;
recoma
it
in
I
Those
short
attractive women "who are
time.
always
afternoon s.nd reach Belen at 4
closo'clock the following afternoon, noth- mend it when opportunity presents it- city. Finally negotiations were
lovely in face, form and temper are
ed with Andrus!Sfor the purchase of
self." For sale by all dealers.
the envy of many, who might be. like
ing preventing.
the tract,
the
complaint alleging them. A weak, sickly woman will be
Dan L. Batchelor, who returned
A truck has wheels unless It is that the Catrons knew of the deal and
nervous and irritable. Constipation of
yesterday from his vacation trip to garden truck.
assisted in the negotiations.
The
visits
and
kidney troubles show In pimples,
Kansas,Salina,
elsewhere,
blotches, skin eruptions and a wretching his wife and children, assumed
ed complexion. For all euch,i Electric
the reins at the Santa Fe depots here
Bitters work wonders. They regulate
this morning. R. W. Hoyt, who had
been acting station agent in his ab
stomach, liver and kidneys, purify the
blood; give strong nerves, bright eyes,
sence, has gone back , to fingering
pure breath, smooth, velvety skin,
money at the cashier's desk at the
The People's Common Sense Medical Adviser, in Plain
lovely complexion. Many charming
or
Medicine simplified, by K. V. fierce, M. D.,
freight depot.
English,
women owe their health and beauty to
Chief Consulting Physician to the Invalids' Hotel and SurThe turntable at the local roundthem. 50c at all druggists.
book of 1008 large pages and
gical Institute at Buffalo.
house was still out of service last
over 700 illustrations, in strong paper covers, to any one sending 21 one-cestamps to cover cost of mailing only, or, in French Cloth binding for 31 stamps.
evening and it was yet necessary to
Vanity leaves its footprints on a
Over 680,000 copies of this complete Family Doctor Book were sold in cloth
turn engines on a wye. Just what's
woman's
face.
of
at
$1.50.
one
and
a
half million copies
binding
regular price
Afterwards,
'
the matter with the turntable no one
were given away ai above. A new,
revised edition is now ready
for mailing. Better send NOW, before all are tone. Address World's
to know. So far it has baffled
Sore Nipples
Medical Association, R. V. Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
the skill of the whole force at the
Any mother who ha3 had experience
DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION
with this distressing ailment will be
shops. A sad commentary, this would
THE ONE REMEDY for woman' peculiar ailments good enough
to know that a cure may be
seem to be, at least to a man up a
pleased
effected by applying Chamberlain's
that its makers are not afraid ' to print on its outside wrapper its
tree and looking down.
Salve as soon as the child is done nurevery ingredient. No Secrets No Deception.
George Farrell, foreman in the lowsing. Wipe It off with a soft cloth be.
THE ONE REMEDY for women which contains no alcohol and
er Santa Fe yards at Albuquerque,
fore allowing the babe to nurse. Many
g
no
drugs. Made from native medicinal forest roots
was probably fatally injured at 9:20
trained nurses use this salve with
of well established curative value.
best results. For sale by all dealers.
Wednesday night as the result of be- -

DEMAND

ll

TAB ON ITS CONDUCTORS

$50,000

COMMISSION

GRANT

FOR SELLING AMARILLA

the-mont-

Conductors employed by the Chica-- go and Northwestern railroad are
aroused over a new plan which was
put Into effect Tuesday rl this week,
fcy officials of the road to koeu tab
on the amount of collections received
by the conductors as compaied with
the amounts turned into the company.
The road has decided to find out
whether it is getting all of the revei
nue from cash fares paid on trains
and if not to trap the conductors who
are guilty of dishonesty by the
of train auditors, a plan
which has been adopted by several roads both east and west It is
reported that train auditors were Installed Tuesday morning on trains running out of Clinton, la., and Fond du
Lac, Wis., and that after a test on the
branch lines they may be put on the
main line.
The duties of an auditor are to
board a train without notice and take
charge of the collections and reports
for one or more trips, leaving the conductor free to confine himself entirely to the management ' of the
train. The idea is that the train audi
tor a report, wucn vuw&eu up wim
the previous reports of the conductors for the same run will afford an
opportunity for detecting dishonesty.
More reliance, however; is placed in
the belief that the train auditors will
iserve as a preventive measure and
as a warning against the danger of
dishonesty.
It is reported that the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railway Is planning
to follow the example of the
The honest conductor resents suspicion and hates to be watched with
any presumption of dishonesty, while
the man) who may have been in the
habit of "holding out" naturally .objects to anything that wMTnterfere
Those who are opwith his graft.
posed to the plan say It is nothing
more than a subterfuge, that the train
auditor is no more reliable than the
conductor and is likely to be even less
bo than experienced conductors who
are placed in charge of the better
trains. These urge that a better plan
V

would be, to devise a system of ticket
checking that would make It Impossible to turn in a falsified report. '"
RAILROAD NOTES Conductor J. W. Wells is detained

at home by illness in his family.
Conductor J. Council and crew
deadheaded to Albuquerque yesterday
to fetch back a string of cars.
Conductor A. C. Collier, who has
was a visitor to
a run on he cut-of- t,
this city yesterday, from Belen, N. M.
Frank Sullivan, a south end trainman, has resigned and gone to
Calif., in quest of another

Bak-ersfiel- d,

job.

,

Conductor Harry L. Creswick has
been off the road doing committee
work that may biing the desired results.
A train load of ballast was taken
to Toril "station, east of Springer,
yesterday by Conductor F. Reardon
'
and crew.
Harold H. Betts, an artist of Chicago, who is now doing work for the
Santa Fe railroad in the southwest,
is spending a few days in Albuquerque.
t
Brakeman P. E. Keeney has been
granted a sixty-da- y
furlough and has
gone to Kansas' City to spend a por
tion of It and a few dollars of his
n
gains.
Engineer James B. Reed remained
over in Albuquerque Wednesday and
Engineer F. I. Fox of the Santa Fe
Coast lines brought engine 1648 up to
this 'terminal, pulling a red ball No.
'

hard-gotte-

32.

Conductor, W. E. Eastman, who
went south to Cerrillos on a work
train yesterday from this city with
Engineer F. O. McQuiddy, engine 1655,
will have a ballast run regularly out
of that place. ,
Engineer T. C. Evans, who is at
the throttle on a switch engine in
the local yard, was absent from the
cabvby permission yesterday, his seat
and window being occupied by Engineer F. C. Smith.
Conductor M- - C. Deubler, who was
caught between cars In Las Vegas
yard Wednesday afternoon and was

f

'

-

'

Cef-rillo- s.

,

-

We Give Away
Absolutely Free of Cost

.

IPs:
nt

,

'

s

,

ry

habit-formin-

.

PS
H

Agency for Butterick Patterns
Extra Special

Extra Special

Yard wide
Guaranteed Black
Taffeta

An extra good grade of
Ladies' Black Hose
worth 35c.

In Hosiery
.

Nf.aJ

98c.

'

Exrta Special 24c

62

E3TABLUSBED

T E NTH

lO

eMi- - An meal e"

JUNE 15th, to JUNE 30th.

-

Ready-to-We- ar

Our Tenth
Clearing Sale opened with a rush, such as even we
had not anticipated. Many were the gratified purchasers who availed them."
..
selves of this unusual opportunity.
Semi-Annu-

AVERT
Ready-to-We-

ar

emphatic reduction appeals to
woman who is interested in
goods of ROSENWALD'S

"

Tailored Suits worth op to f21.60 in Black, Bine,
,
no
Red and Fancy Stripe
Gray, Brown,
v
.

--Special.......
to 19 50.
ylOtflf
All the newest cloths used in Skirts, of these we

show a big line which are worth

to

15.00.

$12.50

Special.......

...

r

.'

THIRD to HALF PRICE SALE of MILLINERY
Every hat in the house must fro. Note these prioes:

Bats worth up to $5.50, Special
Bats worth op to 6.50. Special
Hats worth .up to 10.00. Special
Walking Hats worth $2 25. Special

fl CO
3(UU .

Our $6.00 and 150 Skirts are cheap as priced. Dur4 09
ing this sale we have
cut them to
An extra good lot of Panama Skirts
9 fl Q
worth $5.00 to 6.50.
0.3 0
Special
House Dresses worth $1.75
198
1.00
and 2.00.
Special
1 flQ
House Dresses worth $250
I.yO
Special .
CIO
Princess Dress worth $6.00
U. 1 0
and 7 00
Special
$10.00 to 13.50 Lingerie Dresses, all
8 9
OiOJ
colors
Special
$1.25 Lawn Kimonos
fl9f
yob
Special

4"0

...............

EXTRA SPECIAL
9

to

10 A. M.

10 yds. Standard

Calico,
yds. to customer,
.

10

48c

EXTRA SPECIAL
11 to' 12 A.M.
Pres de Soie Petticoats,
all colors.
Values, 12 25 for

$1.58

Walkiaz Hats worth 1.7S. Special
Children's Hats worth 1.75 to 125. SpL...
Children's Hats worth 1.25 to 1.50. Sp'l....
Children's Hats worth 75c

"..12.98
3.98
6.48
1.75

HOUR SPECIALS

EXTRA SPECIAL
10 to 11A.M.
10 yds. Amoskeag
Gingham.
Limit 10 yds.

FOR HOURS NAMED
ON
EACH DAY

to

P. I.
Sheets 72x90, Special
46o Pillow
2

8

Slips 42x36, 12o.
Pour to Each Customer

1.35
1.69
98o
620

...........

.v

served.

,

SHIRT WAISTS
;

Just when you need them most we price Shirt Waists
at very low prices.
75c1

59c

OF SALE

EXTRA. SPECIAL

Shirt. Waists

49C
-

$1.50 Shiit Waists
,

;

" i5c
Galatea Cloth,.
'
''
32 in Indian Head Suiting
...
15C
'
45 in Zephyrs Gingham, worth 50c.
35c
7c Lawn and Dimity
5c
10c Lawn and Dimity . ..: . .
. 8c
.j lOc
. . i
12ic Lawn and Dimity
15c Lawn and Dimity.
.'.v. .
12 Jc
20c Lawn and Dimity
'. ..15c
25c Lawn and Dimity1.
lgc
35c Lawn and Dimity
25c
All Our Dress Goods Reduced 25 Per Cent, None Re-

........

this Sale closes on the night of the ,30th. Those who wish to take advantage of
the liberal price concessions will do well to attend Early, as assortments will
soon be broken.

(f
Specials ;.....ip.yO

EXTRA SPECIAL A lot of 16 Ladies Suits,
strictly .hand tailored, some trimmed with Satin,
others with buttons, in Black and the prefered
street shades, values $22.50 to 130.00.
(IE nfl
Special . pid.UU .
Black Voiles, Panama and Fancy Skirts, in pleated
or gored model; regular price $16 00
flQ "Jt

32 in Scotch Ginghams worth 25c and 35c yd. Special, 23c
12& and 15c Ginghams
V
i0c

.

REMEMBER!

Quality.
1

Dress Goods and Wash Goods

al

EXTRA SPECIAL
3 to 4 P. M.
10 yds. Fruit of Loom
Muslin,

3c
10

yd. Limit.

1.75 Shirt Waists
2.00
0

89c

....

$1-09

Shirt Waists

j

Shirt Waists- -

175

3.50 to $4.00 Lingerie Waists

35

2.89

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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IF YOU ASK FOR

,

We want you to try Rexall Orderlies at
our risk. W know there is nothing that
will do you so much good. We will refund
your money without argument if they
fail to satisfactorially relieve constipation.
They are eaten like candy. . They do not
gripe or purge. Ideal for children. Two
"
sizes, ioc and 15c.
, E. Q, Murphey, The Rexall Store.

tled down to the active lite of a
ranchman.
(
In 1867 the deceased was married WEST SIDE WILL
to Miss Margaret Blum, then a resiCELEBRATE FOURTH
dent of Moore, N. M., but like her
husband, alto a native of Germany.
There wre four children born of Walter
Bierman, chairman of the
this union: Theodore, the. eldest, who
on arrangements for the
committee
died at the early age of 24; John
Fourth of July celebration on
the
Mathias, jr.; Pauline, and Katie.
West side, reports hat everything has
NEW ASSISTANT LAND
been arranged for a big time there on
APPOINTED
COMMISSIONER
Monday, July 6th. The exercises will
take,
place in the plaza. The May
Mateo L'ljan, of Union county, has
flower
band has been engaged to play
office
In
the
been appointed assistant
of Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien at all day and during the evening, and it
Santa Fe, the position carrying with will render one of the best programs
it a salary of $1,800 a year. Mr Lu-ja-n in some time.
In addition to the usual events,
will succeed W. H. Bartlett, rethere
will fce a number of new feaIs
recommended.
and
signed,
highly
He ia a very efficient office man and tures during the afternoon. Motor
bookkeeper and has held various po- cycle races will be one of the features,
sitions of trust and honor In his while several surprises In the way of
county. His appointment is addition- entertainment are promised. The full
al evidence that the present territor- piogram will be announced in a few
ial administration will recognize mer- days.
it and give preferment to native born Mr. Bierman wlll.be master of cer
emonies, and will see that all games
citizens of worth and energy.
are pulled off on schedule time. He
will be assisted by the
committee.
town
will have enough
The
marshal
A
deputies on hand to see that perfect
order Is maintained throughout, the
day.
Fireworks at night will wind up the
exercises of the day.
-

SODA

POST YOURSELF FIRST
"Happy thought," "dream," "trust
"buster," ".square meal" and "luncheon,' are some of the names given to
drinks and edibles served at the Las
Vegas soda fountains this year. The
name seldom offers any suggestion of
the drink or edible that is to follow.
Ask for a square meal and you 'will
not receive ham and eggs or a sirloin steak. A square meal in soda
fountain parlance refers to a mixture
of malted milk with cream and flavors.
The "Havana Frost" does not mean
that Cuba has moved out of the
Ironical zone. It means a sundae.
consisting of ice cream, pineapple,
whipped cream, cherries and nuts. It
Is a favorite edible at the soda foun

THRU

;

BEST FOR CONSTIPATION.

JOHN MATHIAS HECK, NEW

There occurred a few days ago near
Cimarron, Colfax county; the death
of John Mathlas Heck, a well known
"New Mexica pioneer. The deceased
was one of the best known, and moat
highly respected men In Colfax county and northeastern New Mexico, and
was one of tha early pioneers, ,, who
was so closely Identified with the history of Cimarron.
John Heck was born at Trlar on
the Rhein In Germany on June "19,
1829. : At the early age of 15,
he
:ame to the United States, where he
led a most adventurous life, and at
the age of 20 he went overland to
California in 1849, at the time of the
.gold rush.
After spending a number of years
in the gold diggings, Heck enlisted In
the army and was one of General
Carleton's escort on his trip from California to New Mexico. Arriving in
this part of the country, young Heck
received a discharge, and in 1862 he
purchased the present home ranch, 3
miles southwest of Cimarron and set
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makes the mixture. The name is
more often chosen as one that, will
strike the eye or fancy, rather than
give an Idea of the nature of what
it really means. Unfermented grape
Juice is a drink that is becoming
more popular in Las Vegas. Frozen
punch is becoming more in demand
than the old liquid kind also.
Some other names are as follows:
"Pike's Poak," "Marshmallow," "St.
Martin's Dream," "Merry Widow,"
"Iri&h Iseburg," "Wandering Pilgrim,"
"Monte
Carlo,"
"Grape Rickey,"
"Heavenly Twin," "Newport Cooler,"
and the last one added to the list is
"trickle," which is, a cross between a
coca cola find a cherry phosphate.'

STORY O? DON TRINIDAD
ROMERO

ATTRACTS

-

ATTENTION

BIG REDUCTION

ABSQKBLETS

.

Rjubber Tire Vehicles

The villain etlll pursued her, yet
r
They were a puffing pair;
The villain puffed a cigarette, '
The heroine puffed her hair.
Chicago Nes.
.

We have a 'good variety of Rubber

Tire Buggies and Surreys which

They used to say, "She puts 4t all

Upon her back," but that
Is not the way it Is today;
,
It all go is on her hat.
Philadelphia Bulletin.
j.

we are ottering at a bargain.

.

a

Do you know anything
Hicks
about Watkins?
Wicks Yes, but it is always my
rule never to speak evil of my neigh'
bors. Ex.

,.

In Our

REPOSITORY

Charles Ilfeld

Go.

THE PLAZA

'
Youngweo

I want accommodations

for my wife.
Hotel Clerk Suite?
Youngwed You bet your life she is.
Boston Transcript.
"The Filters are getting on rapidly,
aren't they?"
"Indeed, yes. They used to emplov
a washerwoman, but now they have a
laundress." Ex.
"So you danced with my fiancee last
night at the ball?"
"Yes; did she tell you?"
I noticed that she was
"Oh, no!
limping today." Ex.

Try our Yankee Coal

No soot and little ash

2000 POUNDS

TO THE TON.

Everything in the building
A complete stock of wall
paper.
line-Lo-

prices

west

PHONE MAIN 56

COOKS LUMBEKO

Traveling Man My good man, what
time does this train leave Swamp
Center?
Agent My friend, I'm only the
agent I'm not a fortune teller.
'
Stray Stories.

MELLY
(Incorporated)

'

and

GO

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS
.
and Dealer In
WOOL, HIDES and PELTS

old-tim-

Tit-Bit- s.

j

I,IMII!IIIIIIIII

-

LOOK THEM OVER

Feminine tempers, you may note,
Are like cigars, my child;
Some are medium some are strong
And Bonn are very mild.
Chicago News..

Don Trinidad Romero, of Las Veg
as, is in receipt of a letter from C. R.
Houser, secretary and treasurer of the
Indian War Veterans'
association,
camp No. 1, Denver, Colo., department
of the west, stating that Mr. Romero's
letter to him had been read before a Irate Diner (to waiter who persisthoveis about the table) What
meeting of the association, also that ently
his signed article which appeared in on earth ate you waiting for, man? I
The Optic a few weeks ago had crea don't want you.
Walter Excuse me, sir, but I am
e
ted quite a stir among the
for the silver.
responsible
members, the paper, containing it be
from
to
around
member
ing passed
"Why," ';aid the first athletic boas
member. The article will be repro
duced in several Colorado newspa ter, "every morning before breakfast
I get a bucket and pull up ninety galpers.
lons from the well."
to
in
Houser
states
his
Mr.
letter
tains at present
LAS VEGAS WOMAN
"That's nothing," retorted the oth
Mr. Romero that article 6 of the con
er.
I get a boat every morning ana
so
of
association
will
be
stitution
the
other name for a "banana split." The
CATCHES BIG TKOUT amended that no one entitled to prop- pull up the river."
, TJniversalist
"banana split" Is a split banana on
..
Leader.
or
from
er
record
the
governpension
which is placed ice cream and mixed
from EI ment on account of services rendered
fruits. A ' trust buster" is merely an Word reached here, today
resort
summer
In campaigns against Indians shall be It happene 1 one day
Ice cream soda with sweet cream Porvenlr, the popular
On a street car,' they say,
catch
record
the
near
that
.
this
barred.-city,
cream. A
euhstituted for the Ice
And the man came from Mount
St.
of the season was made there Wednesmixed
a
is
merely
"happy thought"
Mr.
Ellas.
of
when
a
consisting
day,
party
.
Trouble Makers Ousted.
fruit sundae. A "district leader" Is a
Mr.
Ho stood on his feet,
sundae composed of fresh fruit, and and Mrs. Wels of New York city;
Whn a sufferr from stomach trouble
M.
Gave a lady his seat,
Mrs.
and
of
Duluth,
Minn.,
taltes Dr. Kings New Life Pills he's
grape Julc. Coca Cola, which Is one Witt,
And "she tl.anked him." (3:6, Anan
total
a
of
N.
this
Chaffln
caught
city,
a
has
ot the most called for drinks,
mighty glad to see his dyspepsia and
,
course
ias.)
In
43
beauties
the
Exchange.
speckled
variety of names. Some call it "dope" of
indigestion fly, but more Is he tickled
Mrs.
"
Chaffln,
of
the
fishing.!
"
"lolly-popday's
a
Is
A
and some coke."
over his new, fine appetite, strong
Did yo-- i secure tickets for' the
cross between a sundae and an Ice whose skill with-- rod and reel Is well nerves, healthy vigor all because
play, hubby?" inquired the New York
known to Ler friends, made the bigcream soda.
stomach,' liver and kidneys now work wife. "I. hear they are In demand."
a
of
season,
the
catch
landing
Many other names adorn the list gest
one- - right! 25c at all druggists.
"They are, but I managed to get
that soda dispensers must keep fa trout weighing exactly two and
seats
for two months from tonight.
of
in
the
hclf
vicinity
pounds. Fishing
miliar with. "In different parte ot
And, by the way"
as
Is
Porvenlr
excellent,
El
disreported
said
HIGH COMPLIMENT IS
a I Vegas
the country,"
"Well?"
warm weather of the past few,
penser, "there are different names the
"You might begin to get ready
to
trout
the
biting.
started
has
RAISIN
RABBI
drinks.
PAID
days
People
used to designate the
now." Kansas City Star. ,
often invent names to suit
mom
The nearer you approach many a
selves and we have to ask tor instruc"These are my Jewels," said Corne
Mon- of
Members
Congregation
looks.
he
smaller
tions before the drink can be made.' great man, the
.
tefiore will read witl interest an lia, the Roman matron, proudly dis
1
1
ine laiO-Z- names kiicu 1vw uuu
item taken from the Vicksburg, (Mise.) playing her sons to her callers.
would
name
Flour by any other
and ediblaj are generally the inven
Piffle," sniffed the other Roman
Herald, herewith appended, relative to
tion of the soda dispenser wno in smell as wheat to the shorts.
the trip made by Rabbi J. a Raisin matron, as they started for their
from Las Vegas to Port Gibson, Miss., homes, "it is easy to see the only
to officiate at a wedding there, while other ones she has are either paste
enroute to New York on a vacation or her husband has pawned them to
pay hia gambling debts." Baltimore
trip. The item follows:
1
American.
II'
romantic
rather
story develops
,"A
in connection with the marriage at
The superintendent of a factory
Port Gibson of Miss Fannie Levy of
Into the storehouse one-dawent
and
that town to Mr. Ellas Gold3teln'of
The stifling air of a
saw the storekeeper tugging away at
Oklahoma City, Okla.
close kitchen is changed to
a big case of goods. His face was red
"The officiating minister was Rabbi
( comfortable
coolness by
and the muscles of his neck were
J. S. Raisin, who came fifteen
, installing a New Perfeout.
bulging
cerethe
to
miles
hundred
perform
ction Wick Blue Flame
Hold on, there. Jack," cried the
mony, which io him was a labor of
to do the
Oil Cook-Sto"allow me to demon
love. It appears that years ago Rab- superintendent;
family cooking.
strata to you the power of brain over
bi Raisin was the minister in charge muscle."
No kitchen furnishing is
He then
a hook that
so convenient as this stove.
of the Port Gibson congregation. was- on a fbelf grabbed
and
stuck
it Into the
Gives a working heat at
There he became acquainted with
a
case,
it
and,
giving
Jerk, he
quick
once, and maintains it
Miss Levy, then a promising pupil of fell backward Into 'a
of rubbish
pile
until turned out that, too, ,
his Sunday school, and after his depar- He arose s
gracefully as he could
without overheating the
The rabbi
ture its superintendent
saying to the storekeeper, ."Blame it,
room. The
;
formed a warm friendship for his pu the handle was loose!"
pil and begged the privilege of offi"Yes, sir, replied Jack, "that's why
ciating at her marriage whenever It I didn't use it"
Ex.
might take place, little "dreaming
that when fate ordered the happy
An elderly lady who was suing
Cil Cook-Stov- e
event he would be over a thousand railroad company for
slight Injuries
miles way, but he was as good as his sustained in an accident went to her
Is built with a CABINET TOP just like a steel
word and true to his pledge, and when lawyer's office one morning to learn
range. It is the most convenient stove ever made,
and is almost indispensable to summer comfort From
he received news of the prospective of the process of the case. The
its powerful burners to its handy racks for towels
wedding, announced his determination lawyer hal notified the company of
it is simply PERFECTION. Three sizes. Can be
.
to be present.
had either with or without Cabinet Top. Ask your
the action, and the latter agreed to
"
dealer, or write our nearest agency.
"Traveling fifteen hundred miles compromise if the plaintiff would
one way and that many back, through meet them half way.
When thti lady sent her .name In to
the heat and sands of a practical
pWeTt
meant nothing to the devoted the lawyer the office boy returned
desert,
mmr
housefurnishing and gives
rabbi, and he was there on time and with the question:
a clear, powerful light more agreeable than gas or elec"Mr. Breef wants to know what
his solemn office with a
brass
of
Made
and
Safe
performed
always.
everywhere
tricity.
take?"
tears
just the thing for the living-rooot
youll
that
finely nickel-plate- d
brought
feeling
depth
If not with your dealer, write our nearest agency.
"That's very considerate of Mr.
to the eyes of all present , The wed
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
ding was strictly private, there be- Breef," replied the lady. "And. If It's
(Incorporated)
ln
present only the- - immediate all the same to him, I'll have a em all
g
friends."
glass of sherry." Lipplneott's.
family and two
'

'

on

'

Have You a
p
Summer Stove?

Houses at
East La Vegas, M.M., Albuquerque, Mm Mm, Tuoumoarl,
Mm Mm,
Peoos, Mm Mm, Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Colorado
'

...

BAM WAGONS, the Boot Farm Wagon made
RACINE -- SATT LEY CO,, Vohlclos '
NAVAJO BLANKETS

1'

Retail Prices:

1,000 lbs., or more, each delivery 20C per 100 lbs.
1,000 ids., 10 2,000 ids., eacn delivery, 25c per 100 ids.
200 ids., to 1,000 ids., eacn delivery, 30c per 100 lost
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.

Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per

100

lbs.

PURA COMPANY

AQUA

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
ourity and lasting1 qualities of which have made Las Vegas
famous. Office: 701 Douglas avenue.
"

Browoe & Hanzanares
WHOLESALE GROCERS

Oo.

.

Saads and Soadara
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

,

j

Headquarters In the Territory for

--

ve

NEW

PlMs. Agricultural
rUll

LINE

OF R1EXICAN

mplemehts
MSClt SOAP

PERFECTION

Wick Blue Flame

JSaX

Lamp

life-lon-

Meet your Friends at.

Oio
JL.

Dr L. CHAMBERS, Prop,

Old Taylor Bourbon & Sherwood Ryo
Sarvod Dlroot from Barrel
Billiard Hall in connection.
,

520 Douglas Ave,

E-Las

Vegas, N.M

LAS VEGAS

FOUR
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set a good example for the other or- INTEREST IN REVIVAL
ganizations throughout the territory.
In a recent issue of the Army and
push to
requisite amount;
CONTINUES TO GROW
ESTABLISHED 1879.
town a hummer. Will we exert this? Navy Magazine, the following phrase,
The Optic most emphatically says we which Is excellent logic, is called
PUBLISHED BY
The evangelistic meeting in the
to the attention of the young men of
will.
,
,
.,
National Guard armory contines to
The Optic Publishing Company
this city:
::
each service. Last
,
IHOOBPOBATKD
"That a man .should serve his gain to power.-a'
EXTERMINATE DEADLY FLY
I
country in time W War," Is noble,' night a large; scrowd of people gathM. M. PADGETT.
EDITOR
and patriotic, but that a man ered to hear Evangelist Violett epeak
Fly time. Is here and with Ibi atH grave
shall
properly prepare himself ini on the subject; "Standing at ; the
rival should begin a scientific and agtime of peace to serve In war is all iCrossroads of Life and Death." ' In
'' ' .course of his remarks be said. "' gressive campaign looking to the 'ex of .these things 'and more." '
d'lSeael-breedinthW'
of
"There is no use' In drying to deny
termination
Entered at the Postofflce at ZTJ
East,
there exists ft greai gulf .between
that
Teople reaUze !
M.. as
econdnW
I Las Vegas, N.
CASE .
COLES
ASSAULT
and wrong. No matter wljat man,
jright
ness of the fly In breeding' disease
Batter.
may say or do the line between tne
and bringing death, especially In hot
OFF DOCKET two is fixed. Col. Robert G. IngersolH
STRICKEN
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Flies are recognized the
weather.
laughed at the idea of there being
as the most dangerous
world
Da'ly
such
a boundary line, but everyone
There was very little doing in dis
Per Tear by Carrier....
....$7.00 Insects knon tp man. Screen your
Col. Ingersoll was neither a
knows
.66 windows and ..doors. You should have trict court in Las Vegas this morn
Per Month by Carrier.
s
philosopher nor a flrst-clas-s
but it Is ing, the trial jury, having been dis
.20 done this before
v Carriftr
far
The line is drawn
scientist.
'
never too lateo begin, so do it now,
charged ysterday from : further ser- and drawn in a very marked manner
.
Weekly.
Do
Screen all foed, especially milk.
so that it is easy for men to know
One Tear......
........$2.00 not eat food: that has been in contact vice at this term.
'
14. la tt
The case against Chief of Police
11 1.
Blx Months
with flies. Screen the baby's bed and lien Coles, for assaulting the person pilCIQ
The sermon was full of striking ilkeep the flies away from the baby's of Pete Ciddio, was stricken from the lustrations and closed with a power- The water wagon was upset yester- bottle. Don't buy foodstuffs where flies docket
ful appeal which resulted in two more
day, but no dire .consequences Are ex- are tolerated. t Don't eat .where flies
The case against EVA. Raycroft and people
taking their stand with the
'.
pected, r
Observe L. W. Daniels, who were, under bonds
have, access to your food.
Christian
church, making eighteen the
these regulations and you will mini- to keep the peace, was dismissed up- first five
days of the meeting.
No wonder the society women or,' mize
the , A
the, 'dangers caused "by the fly on paymenc of the "costs by
will be put in the build
of
baptistry
New
millionairesses
the
rather,
Mm '
defendants.
pest.
and the ordinance of Christian
ing
York, become, nervous and physical
E. Roseuwald & Son secured a
baptism will be administered tonight.
wrecks In Ishort order. Mrs. Howard
judgment
against Ezekiel Maestas for The subject for tonight will be: "A
INTO
LIFE
Gould says that a lady of her distinc- PUTTING
the sum of $1,130.90, being a suit on Fool's
Religion." The services begin
tion must needs change her costumes
a note for $200, and on a partida conTBOOP
VEGAS
LAS
at 8 o'clock.
promptly
three or four times each day and that
t
of sheep.
tract for
There will be no ' services Saturday
It takes her from two to three hours
Tomorrow will be sentence day In
night.
to effect a change. Thia means that
Capt. Ludwig William Ilfeld is the district court and . Chief Justice
from six to twelve hours a day Is used determined that "Las Vegas shall W. J. Mills will sentence
thirteen
lin In fhla faahtnn Thftfc in enmieh to have the best drilled and disciplined men convicted at this term of court BACKTO THE HILLS;
overtax the strength of an elephant. National Guard Organization in. the to short terms in the territorial peniTHERE'LL BE NO WEDDING
In
end
that
and
with
Fe.
view,
at
Santa
tentiary
territory,
An incipient romance which had its
There are eeveral projects 'of mo- he announces that beginning with
at Corona, N. M., was nippbeginning
ment to the future welfare of this next, Tuesday night; regular, weekly MOTHER LOSES BOY;
ed in the bad at Alamogordo, Wednesnew
iri
the
held
will
armory
be
drills
ehould
Las
Vegan
city pending., Every
DIES OF BROKEN HEART day. J. H. Potter, a wealthy ranchbe alive to the situation and ready to by the local troop. No excuses will
of Carona, missed one of his
Iut his shoulder to the wheel and be accepted, but those who fall to A double affliction has visited the man,
cowboys,
Harry Roy, aged 29, and his
push when the time comes, xne un- show up will be sent fop and compel home of George A. Varnes at Oil
Janie, aged 15, and about
daughter,
drill.
to
attend
led
for
its
tie is for everything that has
City, Pa., in .that his wife has just $400 in coin of the realm. Suspecting
which
The
territorial
and
encampment
the
of
this
the
city
good
object
died In that city. Kleven weeks ago an elopemert, Mr. Potter telegraphed
Bufroundng community. The people of Is scheduled for August in this city, he lost a son, Allison F.
Varnes, the officers at Alamogordo to arrest
this city have but themselves to blame will be an event in military affairs, who had
him
to Las 'and hold Roy and to hold Miss Pot
accompanied
-if within the next few years, such and Capt. Ilfeld says Las Vegas
in the hope of benefiting his ter. The couple upon arriving at AlaVegas
best
the
Albuhave
should
military organi
towns as Santa Fc, Raton and
health, father and son spending some mogordo was at once arrested. Three
querque lead In the race of progress zation in New Mexico, In order to weeks at El Porvenlr mountain re- hundred dollars was found on
Roy's
sort. They left here In the month of person. Mr. Potter, accompanied by
..
February last. It is thought that the an officer, arrived on the next train
death of the son hastened the death and escorted Mr. Roy and Miss Potter
Hair falling out? Troubled with dandruff? Want more hair? An elegant dressing?
Sulphur. GlyceAi. Quinin. Sodium CMorid.
of the moFffer, as the deepest affec- back to Corona.
ingredients. csiaim. Saee. Alcohol. Water. Perfume.
existed between them, strengthtion,
would
we
or
We believe doctors endorse this formula,
notput itup.
It's slmp'y Impossible to love thy
ened; and fostered by his long and'
patient guttering irom an incuraDie nieghbor a3 thyself If he Is an amateur cornet player.
disease.
We have the resour-

and

he JprtUtj

pttc ces forprosperity.
big town and need only the
of
make the

etch Specials

a

A few specials which we are offering: for a short
time

'

'

at SPOT CASH ONLY.

-

Gold. Filled, Case guarante.3 '20 years, fitted,,
move
17 jeweled, $LGJN or WAHAM
$12.50
naent-- 'T
v
a
;
with
a 7 jewel
Silveroid
Case,
Gents'

Wa

t

"

-

.

V

;

Las Vegas N. M.

.

-:-

606 Douglas Avenue.

-

Native ?3.756.00; western $3.75 Q
7.00; lambs
5.90; yearlings. $6.00
8.25;
8.25; western $5.75
$5.00
lambs
$6.009.00.
spring

MARKET REPORTS.

first-clas-

I

1

,

,

'

y

.

--

AYER'S HAIR VIGOR

Does not Color the oair

'

i

8t. Louis Metal Market

St Louis, June

i8-L-

$4.3:'

ead

Kansas City Stock Market. .
Kansas City, June 18 Cattle 1,000
head, including 100 southerns; mar
New York Metal Market.
Native steers $5.00
ket
steady.
New York, June 18. Lead $4 35
6.25;
steers $4.00
southern
7.00;
silver 52.
4.45; copper 135-8- ;
4.50; native
southern cowa $2.75
cows and heifers $2.75 6.60; stockers
New York Money.
and feeders $3.605.60; bulls $3.00
New York, June 18. Prime mercan- 5.00; calvas $3.50
7.00; western
Mexican dollara 44; steers
tile paper
$4.757.00; western cows $3.25
"
call money
..
5.25. .
.
market
strong.
Sheep 2,000 head;
St Louis Wool Market
5.75; lambs' $6.50
Muttons $1.75
St Loute, June 13, Wool market 8.75; range wethers $4.505.50; range
quiet. Territory western mediums 24 ewes $3.755.25.
28; fine mediums 2124; finJ5
4.40;

spelter

$5.3637.

34;

7--

'

,..

22.

.

Card of Thanks
Griest of 1017 Seventh
Dr.
New York Stock.
was
who
operated on recentlystreet,
New York, June 18. Amalgamated
81
Atchison 142, pfd 105; New by the Drs.. Heymann, McClanahan
Southern Pa- and Crail for1 a .critical case of masYork Central 133
Union Pacific 191; toiditis, has made a very rapid and
cific 129
complete recovery, and wishes to
Steel 66 4 pfd 123.
thank her neighbors and
many
friends for their many acts of kindChicago Provisions Market
(adv.)
Wheat, ness,
Chicago, June 18. Close
corn,
July LH 3 8, Sept. 1.07
The city park board is much arousJuly 71
Sept 69; oats July
ed
over. acts of vandalism committed
pork,
Sept.
20.57,
July
50,
Sept. 20.80; lard, July 11.9092, Sept in Hill Site park the past several
11.97 ; ribs, July 11.15, Sept 11.12. nights. The new "keep off the grass"
signs have been torn up in peveral
instances and as a result the board
Chicago Stock Market
Cattle 15,000 has offered a reward of $5 for the
Chicago, June 18.
arrest and conviction of the guilty
head; market steady. Beeves $5 20
7.25-- ;
Texas steers $4.656.25; west parties.
ern steers $4.75
6.30; stockers' and
feeders $3.60 5.60 ;, cows and heifers
It takes an expert female shopper
to get rid of a dollar's worth of en$2.506.30; calves $5.757.75.
Sheep 8.000 head; market steady. ergy in an rttempt to, save 2 cents.
,

Mrs.

v

3--

3--

3--

5--
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n Skirts

WKite

Economy linen 9 gore, some buttoned
front, value $2.00.
Special,

$1.35

One lot White Liaea Skirts 2 bias, folds at but- torn, trimmed in buttons, $2.50.
Special,

Women's

Mislir Undergarments

WE open up pur Sale with Cut Prices on Muslin Underwear, from our regular
stock. The stock is large and well selected, the choosing is ample the garments
are of the best; the prices are way below values. A shipment received
onjy a few days ago will be included m this sale late styles in trimming, new designs in embroideries and laces. The following prices-wilgive you an idea of the values we are offering:

Cost.

The continued cold weather" is the cause of our offering
Seasonable merchandise at such low prices.
The radical cut on these Lawns should bring a host of
buyers. The best will be picked over first, so do not tarry.
The Sale includes the entire stock white,
figured, striped, flowered:

colored,

v

Corset Covers

35c Lawns
25c

"

20c

":.

24o

12

IDo

10c

14o

8

.

...... ...:..

15c' "

Lawns..

l-- 2c

.

V,

00
.... 7o
Co

designs,

;

beautifully trimmed

$ .50 Corset Covers

38e

.

T5

LOO

4c

.$1.13

ISO
L7ft

Colored

:
Economy Linen
not

wrinkle
Better than linen because it does
Grecian, border and stripe. Keg- Special,
uglar value 25c yard.

-

A large assortment including wide and narrow stripes, small
and large checks, Red, Blue, Brown, Tan, O f-- ?ir
. Lavender.
Regular 12 c value. Special,
,

l'i

well selected

f l;.H-

t .65

Drawers

1.00

"

L60

"

2.00

"

2.50

"

.

...
...

....

..

best quality garments we have ever

threads; no seams
laces and trimmings well

ripping;
sewed.

BACHARACH

$1.50

Petticoats..

1

V

East Las Vegas, N, M.

w.

1

Patent leathers,

d,

$1.99

L75

"

2.00

"

8 95,

tt

1.60
A.;

1.69

...

1.88
2.25
2.63

2.50

49c

3.50

"

75c

4.00

"

$1.13
1.50
1.89

6.00

"
'

6.00

:

3.00

...

3.75
4.50

"

Men's Shoes and Oxfords
In BlackVici or Patent, Tan, Oxfords, $4.00

6.75

9.00

v

.'.

.

Special,

va- -

,

Vi

$2.08

Mqn's Shirts
Negligee and Golf, plain colors or fancy striped or
checked, all sizes some Pleated, Cuffs attached or detached;
these are fine values and if you want a bargain don't miss

1.

.'!
oil.-'-

"'

this.

"Values are $1,25, $1.50 and $1.75. Special,
35c Men's Balbnggan Underwear . . "
35c Men's Silk- Lisle Hose.
$5.00 Boy$'

pants.

...

Suit; new, with

2

.$139
-

v

pair Knickerbocker

$3.63

y:
i

The Store
. .

.$1.00
24o
20o

-

,

$1.75 Women's Swiss Ribbed Silk Vests, . .
$1.00 Lisle Vests, Hand Crochet,..
75c Swiss Ribbed Silk Lisle, y- .:,V,

$1.00

'

12

..

3.00

and Patent; sizes

$1.13

Wonierifs Vests
i

Vici-ki-

'CHILDREN'S Sandals, Ties, .v Vici-ki- d
5; Children's to Misses' 1. Special,
"

48o

Footwear

Ties, Pumps, Oxfords in Tans,
f3.00, $3.50, $3.75. Special,

lues.

-.-

'a V'

(Lord & Taylors.)
Special,

No loose

,

i.il.J

25o

..

trknr-ming-

The Extra Gdo4 Values in

The Store of Quality

.

l

'

assortment,

A large

stock, lac and embroidery trimmed

Ginfihatniis
3

Drawers

Key,. and

1f.-

40o

65c Women's Lace Lisle Hose

s
Kswlot just received. New
in laces and embroideries. The

shown.

.75

Bo ydm

One lot

button Gloves, white and cream, reg- Special,..

35c Women's short cotton Gloves.

Petticoats

,

in new laces or embroideries.

.

'.

....

l--

Neat

-

,

OA

Womchisid?en-- s

--

'

12

ular75c.

v

Lawns

C1

Suede Lisle Gloves

SpeciaJ SaJe of Women's

at About

:

ilWB INVITE A COMPARISON OF OtfK PRICES
R. j. TAUPERT, Jeweler M Optician;- -

fly-tim- e,

0

,

"f''

Et'IN

"

;

EIrNbr

........

Ladies? Gold Filled Case, guaranteed wi A either
'
or WALTHAM movement, :'
,

g

.........

..!

WALTH AM,

'

wir

?

'

OOo '
B9o.t

of Quality

BAG H ARACH'S
'"--

'

East Las Vegas, N. M..

-

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Trustworthy
methods during the
many, years of oar
, dealings have
the' wisdom of trad-- T
iner with. us., While
working for aTrnsi- Bess we have been
t
working for a
we "have gain- ,ed it and it will be
upheld"; Every' deal
with us is a satisfacv
deal we gua- ; tory

trpVen':"
"",

-

v-

;''

i

v.

WNTERS

Some Beauties in Piano Scarfs
and Piano Stools, only at
ROSENTHAL

.

"

The Celebrated "Hodges'?. Fiber
Sanitary7 Matting- at 35ej 40cand 50c yard this week, v
.Vr.
only at

San MiffuelNationalBa

-

-

ROSENTHAL

y

's

CAPITAL PAW
'..

IM

0103,030.00

FURNITURE CO.

Oil

asfegas

-

'

.

DRUG CO.

(i'.. M. CU N N INGHAM, President, il
FRANK 8PRINGERRl,yiC(i! President

The ''Glenfleld.'I.Card Tables

'

ROSENTHAL

VW.

C.

H. C. Kelley returned this after-moo- n
from up north; ,
La
Hotel
at
a
is
J.
Mluer
H.
guest
Pension from Denver. '
L. Judell reached Las Vegas last
,
evening from St. Louis.
J. P. Vai Houten calne in from
Shoemaker last evening.H. A. Cooaugh is in the city from
fit. Joseph, Mo., on a business trip.'
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ullman, Jr., are
guests at Hotel Castaneda from TJin- '
cinnati, Ohio.
J. W. Lucas arrived in the City
Of Meadows1 yesterday from Chicago
by the lakes.
ticketed
Capt. E. Godwin-Austehimself to Dalhart, Texas, at the de-'pot last night.
Mrs. M. O. Martinez and three chil
dren went to Santa Fe this afternoon
on a visit to her folk,
Supt. John Stein,' of the Harvey sys
tern, arrived here from the south on
No. 10 thSs afternoon.
H. W. Kslly and little son, Harry,
reached home from Chama, N. M.: and
other points on No. 9 last evening.
C. r. Dutton and R. S. Verner are
among the Denver people admiring
the town aid city of Las Vegas today.
Dr. P. T. V. Feat returned from a
trip to Valmora ranch yesterday .afternoon, accompanied by J. R. Burks.
in
W. R. Hiff, an attorney-at-laSullivan, 111., is vi&iting the city and
quietly making investigations for him-Bel''
.
. . W. H. Sargent is at the Eldorado holong.
tel from Danver; C. H. Weber from
St Louis; L. A. GrlvinJ" fromCanton, NEW LONG DISTANCE
-

n

f.

ROSENTHAL

Blajck, of Denver,

general
superintendent of the Postal Telegraph company for the western division, with headquarters
at, Denver,
Las Vegas today on
passed through
his return ' 'to Denver, after a trip
over the territory in the interests' of
the company of which he is an official.
Mr. Black had Just come from Silver City, to which point the Postal
Is now building a line.
The addition will be an. important one for
southern New Mexico, and will also
add greatly to the convenience of
the Albuquerque patrons of the Postal lines who have business with
the Silver City district, r Lines are
now being connected from the El
Paso & Southwestern system on the
scuth and the Santa Fe on the east
at RIncon so that the Postal will
have two ways into Deming-anfast
service with Silver City. Mr. C. E.
Haggerson, now acting agent for the
Santa Fe railroad at Silver City, will
have charge of the new PostaL office
which will be opened for business in
the Palace hotel on July 1st.
Mr. Black had also visited the Pecos valley. He went through the district from Amarillo ' to Roswell and
made , recommendations to the Chicago offices of the company. What
action may be taken, Mr. Black was
not prepared to state, but there is
reason to believe that the Postal's
system may be extended into tha
Pecos valley district before ( very
.

CO..

Ohio.

Mrs. Thos. Goin, who had been
TELEPHONE EXTENSIONS
here visiting a, sister, Mrs. Peter
Murphy, has returned to her home in
It is learned upon excellent au
Raton. 1
Attorney H. S. Bowman has return- thority that the Colorado Telephone
plans and esed to the rity. from a vi&it of two company tyis completed
'
exten
'. weeks to his parents in Ocate, Mora timates for some important
In New Mexico which
sions
of
Its
lines
1
county.
Juan Ortega, of this city, has gone will be made during the present year.
These extensions include lines from
on a prospecting trip to Belen, Clovls
of
.and Vaughn, the new Santa. Fe divi- San Antonio on theto Santa Fe south
on
Carrizozo
the
east
Albuquerque
..
.
sion points.
Rock Island, and a further extension
Dr. F. R. Lord returned on a night
to Capitan, Lincoln
which
city from Carri-.oztrain from Albuquerque, in
and east and south to Clovis and Ros
territorial
the
of
attended
sittings
he
well, to connect up with the Pecos
dental board.
telephone system- - This will
valley
a
represen
traveling
N. E. K.ffer,
'
Las
,Vegas direct telephone
give
tative of John B. Fatwell's wholesale connection with
Roswell and every im
Trinidad
to
went
house in Chicago,
in
Pecos valley north
the
portant point
from this city today.
same time a line
'At
the
and
south..
'
ser
W. F. Stsadman, of the forestry
- will be built from San, Antonio to
PorvenEl
trom
vi&ited
the
city
vice,
'
lr yesterday and returned to his field The line is already under construcof labor th'.s morning.
tion from I as Vegas to Santa Rosa
.
N. Weil was in the city from Ocate
and
other points on the Rock Island
meet
a
last evening to attend regular
ing of Chapman lodge, A. F. and A.
WILL AFFILIATE WITH
M.. returning home this afternoon.
returned
has
..
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION
Miss Cora Pettljohn
frnm a visit to relatives in Kansas
At the second annual meeting of the
City, and now presides at the plani
In the BJjou picture show on the West New Mexico Dental society, which
side.
convened yesterday at Albuquerque
Miss Grace Arniijo of this city ha3 for a two days' session, it was voted
'gone to La Palm a, near the town of that the New Mexico organization
dental socie;San Miguel,, to attend the marriage join with the other state
of
the Nation
a
to
ties
in
part
becoming
of a friend. Miss Carrie Jacoty,
"
al Dental Association, which meets in
Daniel Vigil.
Denver in July, 1910. The heads of
S. M. Folsom, a former New Mexico
the different state societies through
the
banker, wbo is now engaged in
are in communication
fnanrancB business and is making a out the country
to
the
matter, and while
in
regard
evensuccess of it, arrived here last
have signified their willingness
many
Colo.
ing from Trinidad,
national
organization.
to Join the
Deacon J S. Peters of the United many are still to fee heard from.
Land company, accompanied his priA communication,- was read from
vate excursion car "Lola" to this city the secretary of the national society
from Chicago yesterday with a party asking the territorial organization to
of homeseekers and land buyers. 4t Join with the other, state societies in
from
arrived
, Rev. Ft. Murphy
becoming members of that organlza
the tion. It was unanimously voted to ac
on
South Carolina this morning
a
flyer, enroute for California, on
cept the Invitation- -- Payment of dues
Chi
of
Norton
short visit to Rev. Fr.
to the national society will entitle the
cago, who is a guest at St Anthony's members to free subscription to the
sanitarium.
National Dental Magazine, which is
Prof. Jesse L. Nusbaum, who will issued to members only.
have charge of the American Archa
Robert S. Scrutt on, proprietor of, a
eological museum at Santa Fe, arrived
store on Railroad avenue, is
hav:
Racket
from Denver about noon today,
in
in Cal
a visit to a
auto-cycl- e
planning
ing made the trip by
ifornia, stirtlng next Thursday. He
1G
hours.
,
- counts on being absent from the city
W. B. Martin, jr., of the Edwardsa month, and during his absence the
owns
who
Martin ijLnd eomnany.
store will be in charge of Mrs. N. L.
and
"
body of land near Wagon Mound
.
Norton.
always
claims that town as his home,
'

.

.

.

-

son-in-la-

FURNITURE CO.

g,

FURNITURE CO.

ROSENTHAL

$2.75

.

n

FURNITURE CO.

ROSENTHAL

$4.95 for $7.50

All-Cotto-

Mat-

n

tresses, full size.

ROSENTHAL

-

.

at

'
FUflNITURE

only

CO..

95c for $1.25 Galvanized Wash
Boilers.
5c for Glass Percolator Tops.
98c'for $1.25 set of 3 Potts Irons,

Stand and Handle.
$9.95 for $12.50 Vernis Martin
(

Iron Cribs, size 6 by
65c for $1 .00
Pillows,
only at
4--

2--

All-Feath- er

00

BURGLARS OPERATE UNDER
NOSES OF MOUNTED POLICE

press office of the Denver & Rio
Grande and New Mexico Central rail
ways at Santa Fe. They rifled trunks,
ticket casas and cash drawer and
scattered the contents- over the building. The night before they had broken into the freight depot and scattered the contents of cases over the
premises so that it seemed as if a cyclone had gone through the structure. Strange to say nothing of great
value is reported to be missing and
it seems as If the marauders were after some particular shipment or object' o value. The territorial mounted police Were working on the first
robbery when the second took place.
BUFFALO

JONES
The management of the Mystic
theater has secured Buffalo Jones to
give his lecture on wild animals on

Opposite Y. M. C. A.

BASEBALLSCORES
Nationaf League.
At St. Louis St. Louis 4, Boston 3.
At Chicago Chicago 3, Brooklyn 2.
) American ; League..,
At v"asr.ington Washington 5. St
.
Louis 1. '
At Philadelphia' Detroit i, Phila
delphia 1.
At Boston Chicago 9, Boston 2.
-At Boston Boston 6, Chicago 1.
Cleveland 3, New
At New York
7.
York t.
Western League.
At Des Moines Sioux .City 7, Des
i 111".
Moines 1.
At Puebl?! Pueblo 8, Denver 0.
At Topeka Topeka 3, Wichita 2.
At Lincoin Lincoln 5, Omaha 3.
American Association.
At St. Paal SL Paul 3, 'Louisville 1.
At Minneapolis Minneapolis 7, Indianapolis 2.
Milwaukee 2, ColAt Milwiuke4
'
umbus L
Kansas City 6,
At Kansas City
Toledo 3.
!--

O
&

Saturday iiight only.
Mr. Jones' lecture is illustrated with
and
1,000 feet o? moving
pictures
r
numerous
Buffalo Jones has a world-wid- e
rep
utation as an authority on wild animals, and gave his lecture for six
wseVs atr Hammerstein's - in
New
Yprk, and is booked for next season
over the Keith & Proctor circuits,
and in the London, England music
halls at a fcalary of $200 per week. .
Complimentary to Mr. Jones, Miss
Premo of New York, will sing the il
lustrated songs and Miss Shephard of
Alabama, accompanist.
The first performance starts at
7:45 and the second at 9. Lecture will
start at 8 m. end 9:20 p. m.
No one will be seated during the
lecture, so be In your seats early for
this night only. The admission will
be adults 15c; children 10c.

4

,

Las Vegas Savings Bank
,i
OFFICE WITH

San

0

Miguel Noctiona.1 Bank.

CI

QOdodsisdogocioooCI
WALL PAPER

For
Top Mat, Burglars Wednesday
night broka
tresses, full size, only at
into the passenger station and exAll-Cotto-

O

...A LIFE SAVER

..v.

paid.

The "Dexter" Washing Machinesi
only at
.

O

A SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNT
may prove your life 'saver. Time is fickle and reverses
come when least expected. Open an account at this
Savings Bank and you can laugh at calamity. Interest

The "White Frost" all Metal,
White Enameled Refrigerator.
' '.
'
only at

Bali-Bearin-

Q

receives applause from the public and grateful thanks
from the one rescued.

FURNITURE CO.

ROSENTHAL

00,080.00 o

D. T. H08KIN8, Cashier.
P. B. JANUARY, Asst Cashier.

'

LINES IN TERRITORY The "Vudor" Hammocks $4.50
"
and $6.00. only at

PERSONAL8.

"

FURNITURE

O

rest Paid on Time Deposits

Bath Cabinets $5.00.
only at

POSTAL EXTENDING

AND WE DELIVER

O
O

-

.

BRIDGE STREET

2

FURNITURE CO.

.'Mis. William SchHjfrbth. an tM
......
at ,
and valued friend of Mr. and Mrs.: v
.ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO.;
George Schoeney and family' id vis-itlng them from Princeton, Inlana, The "j3urrowsv' Feather-Weigh- t
accompanied by Bertha and Robert
Card Tables, Leather or
Schildroth. her, bright and Interesting
Felt Tops $4.25.
:.. children. -'
"
They.- arrived on Na. 1 '
only at
this afternoon and. may be inluostl
ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO.
to remain longer
,han they thought
The "Buckeye" Folding Vapor
when leaving the old home in Indiana.

Telephone Main 3
TELEPHONE

FIVE

1;

'

rantee that.

Blakwell-WIelandy.tationer-

Comnnnv

irepu-tatio- n.

"

:';

registering from there at. hotels, arriv
ed in Las Vegas from Chicago yester
day, after having stopped off between
trains at Ub home town.
'
4
.Manuel P. Manzanares, the yotim
gest son of the late F. A. Manzanares, has"returned to this city from
a VWi't tohls brother at Sunnysido,
N. M.' He leaves tomorrow for St.
Louis, where he is,in the, employ of
the
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WALL PAPER

at

Big Reduction in Prices

Las Vegas Lumber Co.
Matched Patterns from 10c per roll up.

Borders

the same price, excepting Ingrains and varnished
"

styles

,

WALL PAPER

WALL PAPER

Ganfcra Guarantee Shoo Store
THE NEW fit
LINE

Wor thmoi;

Fine Shoes for Everybody

We've just got la a complete stock of the famous
" Worthtnore
ll
" fine shoes made by
of Kansas City. See our unique window display and
come in and get a Souvenir Style Book free.
Ellet-Kenda-

n.

STYLES
15"THESNAPPY
RED TAG ON EVERY PAIR"

For men. $3.50: for women. 13.00; for children.
to H. 00. Every shoe made on honor every
hoe guaranteed the price and trade-maplainly
stamped :on every pair.
yu ar looteinK for the
finest shoe made here it ia and at a price that
proves real economy.

$2 JO

Comfort Wear
"WORTHMORE"

smo

4 nun

Tills Trtde Mark
StftupwJ on avsry Pair

mm

w

Style

Style No. 273

"Worthtnore" Bhoes are made
ol the finest, softest and most
durable upper leather, oak:
soles, silk stitching, solid
hanla fnr. nl,tr hrwtkft And
will give more comfort and wear longer than any
eyelets. They
shoe yon ever wore. In the very latejit styles for both men
Mttiy not today f
a pair
and women. Woo

nd Hosiery, the make that
f Kadlant
Fullllie
wo Well.
WALSEN BLOCK, East lam Vega, Mm Mm

wear

s

m

.

Ccv
A. H.
.... Reingrueber Brewing i
of Lk.s Vegas.

The Lor-ittacademy at the town of
San Miguel, which has been closed
Boost
We are now making the finest beer in the Southwest.
two or three years, will be opened by
either
to
for
us
orders
of
on
and
Loretto
home industry
the Sisters of
the first
;keg or
telephone your
September for the reception of pupils. bottle beer.
..
61
and 32.
PHONES MAIN 67,
me people who take offense with' would
cause
take
out
has
anything
end
any
the
that
understood
It is
not yet been reached in a suit for the else they could get away with.
Help(ng Lonely Women.
Massachusetts has long held the
recovery' oi 1,000 that was thought
Our idea of a fool man is one who record of possessing the greatest proto have been compromised out oi
1
will
kiss a women after seeing her portional surplus of women of any STAGE WILL LEAVE ROMERO
court for $100 by parties immediately
In
the'
to
union.
are
state
There
said
kiss a pet dog.
u;
concerned.
MERCANTILE CO. FOR
be no less than 100,000 spinsters and
widows in the Bay state who must
look out for themselves, and there
has been much discussion of schemes
for' their benefit and relief. Recently
PHONE MAIN 20
prominent business and professional
women of Boston have organized for
lOO p. m.
the purpose of getting the state to aid Monday,
1U
in purchasing small tracts of land, on
.
.
8:00 a. m
which lone women can engage in ag- Tuesday,.
8:00 a.m.
Women's
The
ricultural
Thursday,
pursuits.
on the
Word comes from Dawson, Colfax cia, who had
Massachusetts Homestead association Friday,
2:00
p. m.
streets about this time covered with intends to have its beenficlaries culti. . 8:00 p. m
county, of a fatal tragedy at that coal
..
Saturday,
over
cuts
He
his
all
blood and
body.
vate small plots and raise flowers,
camp on Saturday night last, result- said that the other Mexican, Estrado, herbs, mushrooms, strawberries, "Veging in the death of one man and the had cut him up.
Marshal Frank etables, squabs, chickens, bees and pigs.
another.
of
mortal
on a hunt' Cheap, comfortable homes will be built
wounding
went
Vance
probable
immediately
on these
Returning Leave Porveoir
and necessary impleThe killing was the outcome of a for Estrado, and found him about ments alsoplots,
will be supplied. A wealthy
PHONE 5174
drunken spree in which five Mexicans 9; 30 in a coal pit near the, El Paso & New York woman stands ready to conSouthwestern roundhouse, where It tribute $300,000 to the project, and a
,
participated.
7:00 a. m,
It seems that Jose Paris, a miner, seems the duel was fought, and had Brookline (Mass.) philanthropist hag Monday
to
offered
lend
his
for
farm
behe
to
experi2:00
where
him
taken!
big
the
hospital,
p. m.
Tuesday
together with several companions,
ments along this line,,-- .,
,,'
2:00
gan to elebrate soon after cashing died about 3 a. m. Sunday morning.
p. nX
Thursday.
The other man, Garcia, is still in
his pay check. Armed with a revolver"
.
.7:00
a. m.
Friday.
Paris began to shoot up the town, but a dangerous condition, but it. is Nationalities of America's Presidents,
a. m.
8:00
With two exceptions, every presi- Saturday
was promptly arrested and' lodged In thought that he will recover, his most
Washsince
of
United
States
the
dent
dangerous wound being a cut under ington has had British ancestors. Injail by. the town marshal.
If you want to teel well, look well
No sooner had Paris been taken to tjie left arm across the whole left cluding Mr. Taft, the twenty-sixt- h
and
be well, take Foley's Kidney Remwhich
mus
four5
severed
his
fsido
of
body,
Jail than two of the remaining
holder of the presidency, 15 were of
tones up the kidneys and
English descent, and these include edy. It
Mexicans, Martinez Garcia and Ce cles and arterle's.
Garfield
bladder,
out
and
purines the blood and r
numerous
reports
Washington, Lincoln,
sario Estrada, began to quarrel oyer jThere are
"five of Scotch-Irisdescent
health
stores
and strength. Pleasant
Cleveland;
one
of
the
cause
the
a
to
real
as
fight,
he
the arrest of Jos Paris,
being
Jackson. Polk, Buchanan, Arthur to take and contains no harmful
friend of Garcia, but not of Estrado, of which is that thera had been bad and
McKlnley; three Scotch Monroe,
commence today?
fueling between these two men for Grant and Hayes; and one Welsh-Jeffer- son. drugs. Why not
they havitag had trouble before.-Th- e
and Red Cross Drug
two men, Garcia and Estrado, finally years, starting in Old Mexico some
The two exceptions, Van O. O. Schaefer
""-.
.
decided to go off by themselves and ten years ago.1 However, this cannot Buren and Roosevelt, as their names Co.
I
is
case
Dutch
the
had
"until
tried,
verified
be
suggest,
ancestry,
though
out
knlvesr""
with
It
alone
fight
in
a
Mr.
claim
has
for
Ireland
soon
is
Garcia
as
put
,
About 8:30 p. m. the officers were which will be as
Telephone your news Items to Tlus
Roosevelt.
able to stand trial.
Phone Main S.
notified and arrested Martines
Optic,
v
;

During June

.

:

Porvervir

MEXICANS FIGHT 'DUEL

m

1

ncmu u fITU KNIVES
ULHUI i

v

'

.

h

.'

.

eix

j

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
,...--- -

irve oriKers Meserye
Life Company.
'"".UTS"

WANTED
A
C. Schlott.

carpenter. J.

first-clas- s
-
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.

B. H, ROBISON,

WANTED Second hand roll top desk
in good condition or nearly new.
Box 101, East Las Vegas.

I
Estray Advertisement.
Notice is hereby given to whom It j
may concern mat the following described estrav animal WHS talrAn nn h
J. M. AbercromhlA. Antnn ruinn r 4

One white mare mule, 13
hands hleh.. Weieht
nnnnt fiKA
fl.n
vu v Vk
o
VV
lbs., 10 years old.
,
Branded
'
On left hip
fffl
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, 09, said date being 10
days after last unminnoa nt
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found. '
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Tjia Vara a MM
1st pub June ,10, last pub June 21, '09

President

-.-

w

rm

HOME OFFICE OMAHA. NEBRASKA

MEN

LEARN BARBER
TRADE
Short time required;
graduate
earn ?12 to $30 week. Moler Barber college, Los Angeles.

'

ALSO

for

ixebrasica.

'

.

iH. e. KELLEY

FOR RENT
cottage, range
and sewer connection. 414 Seventh.

TERRITORIAL MANAGER

FOR 8ALE.

Main Office

FOR SALE Five large red Shorthorn
, uiucn
cows,
fresh. Address La
Cueva Ranch Co., La Cueva N. M.

Eo.st Las Vegas,

Pioner Bldg.

New Mexico

Big Crops In the Northwest.
Four years ago the provinces of

FOR SALE Carriage, good as new.

'

Al-

berta and Saskatchewan were carved
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all d out of a vast area formerly known as
the northwest territories. Their popuflcription. Notary seals and recordi lation at the time of their organizaat the Optic office.
tion as provinces was probably about
70,000 for Alberta and 90,000 for Sas- OLD newspapers for sale at The
The number
fcatchewan.,
is
Op
somewhat problematical, but a guess
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.
of more than half a million for the
two
provinces is quite reasonable. SasLOST.
katchewan is now producing crops
140.000.000. and Alberta.
worth
LOST
Pocket memorandum book. which nearly
is a cattle country rather than
Please return to R; B. Schoonmak- - a
crop country" values its harvest at
.". er. ...
$15,000,000. New York Sun.

...

The girl who- - says she has an apHolland's Way.
petite like a bird should remember
In Holland there are few able-bod- that the ostrich is also a bird.
led paupers. There is a tract of pub
lic land containing 5,000 acres, which
is divided into six model farms, and
A Thrilling Rescue.
to one of these is sent the poor perHow Bert R Lean, of
Cheny, Wash., son applying for public relief. If he
was saved from a frightful death
is a voluntarily serves until he learns agstory to thrill the world. "A hard riculture he is allowed to rent a small
farm for himself and be what is called
cold " he writes, "brought on a
e
a free farmer. Every pauper who is
lung trouble that baffled an ex- thus reclaimed tp honest regular inpert doctor here. . Then I paid 10 to dustry is so much gain to the state.
15 a visit to a
lung epecialist in Spo- There is also a forced labor colony,
kane, who did not help me. Then I where beggars and vagrants are sent
and made to do farm and other work,
went to California but without beneff
whether they like it or not.
, At last I used Dr. King's New
Disco,
ery which completely cured me and
now I am ns All
airov"
Demand for Apple Wood.
w.w. v ML JUUg
trouble, bronchitis, coughs and colds,
The great demand for apple wood,
astnma, croup and whooping cough it's for the manufacture of saw handles,
EOc and ?1.00.
supreme
Trial hot-ti- e has been appreciated by the large numfree. Guaranteed by all druggists. ber of farmers who have lost their
orchards through the ravages of the
Among dime museum freaks it is San Jose scale. Buyers . have been
quite natural for the human pincush- going through New Jersey making
tempting offers for the timber. In
ion to be stuck up.
some cases farmers hove found it more
profitable to cut down old, trees that
; Stomach Troubles.
are not proline ratner tnan depend on
Many remarkable cures of stomach an uncertain crop in the future. Sev'troubles have been effected by Cham- eral carloads Of butts have been
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. shipped in the last few weeks.
One man who had spent over two
thousand dollars for medicine and
If You Have a Pleasant Face.
treatment was cured by a few boxes
It is generally better to deal by
of these tablets. Price 25 cents. Sam- speech than by letter, and by the meples free at all drug stores
diation of a third than by a man's self.
Tp deal in person is good when a
It la hard for children to understand man's face breedeth regard, as comhow they can always tell the truth monly with Inferiors, or in tender
cases where a man's eye upon the
and still be polite.
countenance of him with whom he
speaketh may give him a direction
Rev. I. w: Williamson' Letter.
how far to go, and generally where a
Rev. I, W. Williamson, Huntington, man t will reserve to himself liberty
W. Va.,' writes: ."This Is to certify either to disavow or '. to expound.
that I used Foley's Kidney Remedy Francis Bacon.
for nervous exhaustion and kidney
.
Eccentric and Irreverent.
trouble and am free to say that It will
do all that you claim for it" Foley's
Because she kept 12 cats named aftKidney Remedy has restored health er the 12 apostles. Including one drab
and strength to thousands of weak, colored favorite named St. Judas, an
run down people. Contains no harm- effort is being made to have the will
ful drugs and is pleasant to take. O. of the late Miss Anna A. Burnet of HilG. Schaef" and Red Cross
Drug Co. ton, N. J., who left an estate valued at
$300,000, set aside on the ground that
An' officeholder never retires uiti' she was incompetent. Her nearest relathe voters pry him loose.
tives, who are cousins, have begun the
of the estate was
action.
to charity and the remainder to
' left
You Never Can Tell (
relatives and friends.
Juat exactly the cause of your
but you know you have it. Do
In the Wrong Place.,,-I- t
you know that Ballard's Snow LiniwaB not until three batsmen in
ment will cure It? relieves the pain
succession had struck out taat a disreduces the swelling and limbers the gusted patron in the bleachers yelled:
.,
joints and muscles so that you will be
"Hey! You mutts oughta - be up
as active and well as you ever were. here. You're nothin' but fans."
Price 25c, 50c and $' j0. Center Block
Depot Drug Co.
Of Interest to Farmers and Mechanics
Farmers and mechanics frequently
If you read it tn The Optic it's so.
meet with slight accidents and injuries
which cause them much annoyance
and loss of time A cut or bruise may
be cured in about
d
the time
usually required by applying Chamberlain's Liniment as soon as toe
Is received This liniment is also
valuable for sprains, soreness of the
muscles and rheumatic pains. There Is
no danger of blood poisoning from an
Injury when Chamberlain's liniment
is applied before the parts become
Inflamed and swollen- - For sale by all
.
dealers.
des-perat-

,

h

o.

,

One-thir-

d

rheu-matis-

one-thir-

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that thA fniinwimr in
scribed estray animal was taken up by
n. tr. e ope. Vauann. N. M.
On
small hrrnm
Inn.
H.vnu UVI
OQ,
very small, both hind feet white,
white spot in forehead, spilt in top
of left ear.
Branded
FOT
On left hip
Km
...
Said- animal
helnra i,nvn- nuna
Board,. unless claimed hvJ nwn-.- .n V V.
before July 1, 09, eaid date being 10
auer last appearance of this adujb
vertisement Said ARtXflV Will K .nM
y this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,

Electric Signs for "L" Roads.
.Electric signs are to be extensively
used on the stations of the loop of the
Chicago elevated railways. According to the plans, a large sign reading,
"Elevated Stations." will be installed
on the elevated structure at the prin-ciucorners.
street
Nnm prnliQ
smaller signs reading, "To All Trains,"
will be Installed at the entrance to the
elevated stations, and at all other
points where signs are desired those
of the electric type will be made use
of . After an extensive Investigation
Lar Vpa M Tur
into the matter It has been decided by
j
the officials of this company that the 1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09
electrio sign is the best for all purEstray Advertisement
poses.
Notice is hereby erven to whom it
. i
may concern that the following dePreventive of Nightmares.
scribed estray animal was taken
In certain parts of England there Charles Yaple, Fairvlew, N. M. up by
is a curious belief in regard to nightOne dim tmrsa ahnt in
mares." A correspondent writes: "I - years old. weight nhmit eon ik
recently observed a large stone, hav uuuu in ieu eye.
Branded
r
ing a natural hole through it, sus
On left hip .
pended inside a Suffolk farmer's cowhouse. Upon inquiry of a laborer I
said animal hAins-o- nnVn
wAuwnu LU
was Informed this was intended as Board, ttnless claimed by owner onI1B
or
a preventive of nightmare In the cat- uciure juiy i, u9, said date being 10
informant
added that a simitle. My
"?r iuc appearance of this ad
lar stone 'suspended in the bedroom, eiuoemeni, saia estrav Will ha anlH
this
by
Board for the benefit of the
or a knife or steel laid under the
foot of the bed was of. equal service uwuer wnen round.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
to the sleeper, and that he had him
.
Alio
use
made
self frequently
of this 4su .
pud June 10, last puo June 21, '09
charm."

s Moloney

Smith
Officia.1
All

kind,

of

City Contractors

cement' sidewalk, plastering, brick and stone work.

promptly attended to. Only best material used.
OFFICE AND YARD,

1020

JbM

All work guarantees.

NATIONAL AVE.

PHONE OLIVE

,

MT.

To-Wi- t:

y

..

BOSS BRIDAD

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By AH Dealers
Ala
A
J A

.
maras.
Branded
On left Lip
Said animal beine unknown tn m.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ueiore juiy i, uu, eaid date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
v.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub Juno 10, last pub June 21, 09

ANNUAL INCREASING DIVIDENDS PAID
ON POLICY ,

All policies secured by aooroved securities with tf.. ctat

M. Howell, 721

ox

joib Firth street

THE

Extended Insurance for face of policy.
.. it
Notice Is herebv a1vn to
may concern that the following described estrav animal wnn tairn nn k
Policy is payable in gold coins.
Chas, Ford, Estancia, N. M.
One small ninto
mam
Policy is fully paid up after ten, fifteen or twenty years,
weight about 50 nr inn itu,
about 13 or 14 years old. with 'saddle
Policy may be payable in liberal installments.
Tc-w-lt:

'

ft

And You Will Always Have

Estray Advertisement.

FOR RENT Furnished rooms; eleo
tric light3 and hath. 710 Grand ave.

Fourth".

BOSS PATENT FL

--

Cash surrender Value.

FOR RENT
Modern
house,
well furnished, very desirable; reasonable. Inquire Optic.
FOR RENT One 7 room
house, and
one 5 room house. 920 Gallinas.

'

,.

ITS FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES

FOR RENT
Two room furnished
house. 921 "Lincoln.

rooms

ANNUITY POLICY
.

FOR RENT.

FOR RENT-Furni- shed
light housekeeping;

GUARANTEED

USE

To-wi- t:

,

.

To-wi- t:

x-

'

y

Performed Two Ceremonies.

A marriage in England, with

two

ceremonies, attracted some interest.
The bridegroom was Charles Cooper,
who has long been associated with the
ethical movement in England. The
mother of the bride oblected to nnlv
the- civil marriage and he objected to
a marriage in a cnurcn. So in the
mornlnz the civil marriaee was ner
formed and Id the afternoon an ethical
marriage at tbe home of the bride.
The vows taken were the same as
those taken by persons married in the
orthodox way, and the ethical phase
was not very evident.
Delicious Banana Cream.This recipe Is highly recommended
by one of our correspondents; try It
for dessert tomorrow.
Peel five large bananas, rub smooth
with five teaspoonfuls of sugar.' Add
one teacup sweet cream beaten to a
stiff froth, then add one lOo package
of Lemon JELL-dissolved In lt-teacups boiling water. Pour into mold
and when cold garnish with candle.
cherries. Serve with whipped cream.
or any good pudding sauce. JELL-13 sold by all Grocers at 10c
per pack
age.
O

O

THE LAS VEGAS BARGAIN HOUSE
JOBBERS OF

General

IecltEtrciie?

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
Estray Advertisement.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken np by
k.. ti. Mciianiei. Farmington, N. M.
One red cow with white
spot on both hind thighs, 4 years old,
Jiranaea
On left ribs
lj
To-wi- t:

Ear mark

-

Said animal belnsr ' nnlrnrtwA
a.w
kV
Dua.ru. unless Claimed hr itwnn
--

UUO

ueiore juiy l, 'us, eaid date beine ii
after last- - - v
days
w vi miib ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the "benefit of the
ownerwhen found
Estray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB.
notice is Hereby given to whom it
Las. Vaernn W 1W
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by 1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '0
m
tiUDDara & Jackson. Fnrmlno
"
m.
Estray Advertisement.
Notice is herebv elven tn whom it
One black cow.
may concern that the fmlnwlnr Am.
Branded
' On
scribed
estray animal was taken nn hv
right hip .
v
Said animal being unknown to this Ismael Martinez, Velarde, N. M.
One dun Mexican Tifvrao K
Hoard, unless claimed bv owner
BOO lbs.
before July 1, '09, eaid date being 10 years old, weight about
Branded
1
uaya auer last appearance or this ad
un lert snouider
I 1
vertisement. said estray will be sold
by this Board for the hA.naflt nt tti
.
Branded
owner when found.
On left hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said animal betnz nnlrnnw-- tn thio
La Veenn V M
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '0!; Board, unless claimed bv owner on nr
before July 1, 09, eaid date being 10
u;s auer last appearance of this ad
Estray Advertisement
.Notice is herebv riven tn vhnm it vertisement, said estray will be sold
this Board for the benefit of the
may concern that the following de-- by
owner when found.
scriDea estrav animal wna takon nn h
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
w. j. unwood. Raton. N. M.
Las Veens. N. M.
t:
One black horn a nhnnt. 19 1st
pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09
vears M.
a-

r

To-wi- t:

'

To-wi- t:

.

n

Estray Advertisement

Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken
R. J. Nesbett, Estancia, N. M. np by
One unbroken hav . fini
two white feet, small star in forehead
-- o uauus
X
uiga, i or
years old
'
Branded
On left jaw
Branded
On left shoulder '
Branded
On left hip
.
said animal hoinc
lO Uf
"o "imuu
Board, unless claimed
owner on or
by
before July l, '09, eaid date
10
daya after last appearance of being
adv- .vertisement. Bfl.M Astra--- - nrlll this
im
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
Las Venn V nr
1st pub June 10. last pub June 21. '09
To-wi- t:

't;;j

Estray Advertisement.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
.
may concern that th fniinwinv
scribed estray animal was taken np by
I
Wm. Rice. Cabezon. N lw
t:
One black horse, about 9
years old, broken to drive, weight
about 700 lbs., about 14 hands high,
solid black.
,

To-wi-

on

Branded
On left bip
Said animal heln?w
w Xilim
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, said date
being V
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said
PfltraT- will
-- u t. v . --ti
"
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timtj to congratulate a bride
and groom ia after they have livec1

The

together lor a year and are still hap
py.

If .You Are Worth $50,000 Don't Read
.
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"
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To-wl- t:

This will not Interest you if you are
worth fifty thousand dollars, but if you
are a man of moderate means and can
not afford to employ a physician when
you have an attack of diarrhoea, you
will be pleased to know that one or
two doses of Chamherlaln'fl Colic and
Diarrhoea Remedy will cure it This
remedy has been in use for many
years and Is thoroughly reliable.
Price 25 cents. For sale by all
dealers.
.
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Some fellows are so used to ex
pecting the worst of it that they are
disappointed if they don't get it
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A Vital Point
The most delicate part of a baby Is
its bowels.
Every ailment that it
suffers with attacks the bowels, also
endangering in most cases the life of
the infant McGee's Baby Elixir cures
diarrhoea, dysentary, and all derangeA woman isn't necessarily Klfted ments of the
etomaeh or bowels. Sold
because she has the gift of gab.
by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
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interesting Subject Brought Up by
Woman's Suit Against Railroad Company.
A unique feature in the suit
cmuy rink Reaua. who was
ed $10,000 damages in her suit
the New York Central railroad

of Mrs.

award
against
for In

ONCE HOME OF PAUL REVERE
of the Patriot Is Now the
Oldest House Standing In
'

Dwelling

HER

Boston.

Built some time between 16E0 and
la the very heart of Boston, In the
old North end, the Paul Revere house
Is the oldest house in Boston.
The house was nnrrhanari hv Paul
Revere in 1770 and here he lived until
T800, through the stirring revolutionary times. From the door of thin honsn
he went forth on his famous ride on
April 10, 1775.
In restoring the house. th Pani wo.
vere Memorial association, which un-mo worn, am not try to maae
simply a quaint old home; its sole endeavor was faithfully to restore. Ir tn
ueariy us original condition as pos- 1C80
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Edition,
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The God of Chance.
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New York Innovation Declarer!
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There is no form of benevolence that
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than
Seal.
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a
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Flowers always on hand.
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clmations! Get otrt of here, Nebuch- adoption in all civilized countries.. But was her uncle, who emigrated 40 years perfect healer of cuts, corns, burns,
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167.
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Grand Ave.,
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meets second and fourth Thursday
piay larms In every American city as been restored to health by Foley's
Bradford bring a
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Opposite San Miguel Bank.
and abiding "institutions." A
Hoarseness, bronchitis and other
here!
It's
the
evenings of each month at the I.
Kidney Remedy, as it stimulates the
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sure.
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rules,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
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time
and and everylosing good
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the skin, their source is far deeper than the outside cuticle.
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Lived with Broken Liver.
are caused by irritating humors, or uratio acid in the blood. These
Such Impurities
OF
tSeelinger, secretary.
With his liver broken in hair, Da- inflame and irritate the delicate
k
Bulldog (moving heavily over sA,
of fibrous tissue which lies just
that he leans against the girl and re- vid Martin, a negro, lived for a period beneath the surface of the outer skin, and the inflammatory discharge thus
garding Ponsonby with extreme dis-- ! that leading doctors are sure covered produced is forced out through the pores and glands, and is continually
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in
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(very
the
Metropolitan hospital, New York, a
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at
ronsonby (heroically) "And desert tions being joined by a great growth
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this this monster keeping of connective tissue running directly
you
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building
their hall in the
you a prisoner? You mleht hava tn across the middle of the liver. This
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west of Fountain Square, at eight
sit here forever! Where Is Bradford, tissue was one and a half inches thick
corand was the result of an injury, it was
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She (forlornly) "He was called to determined, received 15 or 20 years
dially welcome. Jas. N. Cook,
"Tickets on sale June 16th to 19th, the telephone. Business, you know!". ago. Another striking circumstance
ident; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
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Final return limit, ,tenPonsonby "He's probably forgot was that the capsule incasing the liver
inclusive, 1909.
all about you and gone Into the was not fractured.
- June 23, 1909.
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city or something! He has no manners! What any one can see in
CIL No. 804, meets second and
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by
Colorado
a short time. I will recommend C as carets to
She "What on earth can I do? Do for
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toy friends as the oniy thing for indigestion and
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Tuesday evenings
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IDMKN MEET IN FRATERNAL attack stop the trouble at the start know I want you to go around with
CANOVCATrURTlC
me! I always want you, but you're
For
information regarding other points,
Brotherhood hall every second and with Ballard' Snow Liniment Cures
the rheumatism and all
Price always busy with some one else
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth 25c. B0c and $1.00. Soldpain.
.
stops overs, Ect, please enquire at
(A tall,
young man
by Center
run. Visiting brothers always wei- Block Depot Drug Co.
strolls out of the door at this juncticket
office.
Potent. Taste Good, Do Good,
Pleasant.
Palatable,
James n.
ture. He is smiling as one whose Kever
Sicken, Weaken or tinpe, 10c, Kc, S0c. KeTer
some to thv wlgwam
old in balk. The genuine tablet stamped CCO.
.
D. L. BATCHELOR,
H.
Davis,
to cure or yonr money back.
Guaranteed
Walte
has
out
worked
a
forethought
situa
Lowe, sachem;
All the world's a stage, and most of
or N.Y. 509
'
Chicago
Sterling
of
RemedyCo.,
tion
in
the
collector
he
had hoped. At his
way
Agent.
chief of record? and
us want to be critics.
SALE, TEX f'.ILUON E3XES
whistle the bulldog springs up and
wampum.
rushes to him.)
A Card.
Bradford "Ullo. Ponsonby!
I'm
I.
No.
645,
f. E. ROSENWALD Lodge
This is to certify that all drntrirlnta sorry I was so lone. Suef. Come on.
O. B. B. Meets every first Wednes- are authorized to refund your money now for our round!"
tn
Foley's Honey and Tar fall
Fonsonby (hands in his pocket feet
LAXATIVH
day, of the month In the vestry if
cure your cough or cold. It stops the outspread on top step,
I H . 1 L i , I F I . t
4K
3
I
&Wi il MJ I
a
U
the
room of Temple Monteflore. Dougwatching
I
WM
II
,1
cough, heals the lungs snd prevents pretty girl and his rival wi)Mi
las avenue and Ninth street. Visit- pneumonia and consumption.
Con away, the bulldog
1
behind)
trotting
invited.
Colds.
Croun.
Cures
Courha.
Aithma. Thrn
tains no opiates. The genuine is In u i
ing brothers are cordially
1 ' La Qriooe.
m lm
'
r
r
"
I
'
did
Bradford
on
that
tnought
Ja yellow nackaee. O. O.
Chas Greenclay, president; Rab&J
Li aAd Lunjr Troubles. Prevents Pneumonia
rEi.LOW tac
purpose I I'd heavens! I wish I
'"onumotion
and Red Crons Drug Co.
FOR SALE BY O. Q. SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG COMPANY
had Nebuchadnezzar's teeth!"
. f . Raisin, aertry.
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Sour Stomach
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Faro For the Round Trip.

i

.$13.70
$16.60
.$31.30

Springs
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$40.30
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

EIGHT
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LAS

VERY SPECIAL
Cantaloupes and WalerineloDS

Our regular

From M0NNDAY until
RDAY NIGHT,

Louquats, Strawberries,
Oranges,

".

ply Leader Hose never sold for leas than
V ;;"$4.90, worth $5f75l

'

5

SATU-

St. Michaels, Washington Navels,
Mediterranean Sweets,
J
Fancy Jumbo Bananas,
Plums, Apricots, Peaches,
Black, Oregon Cherries,
v
and

(

Closes Tomorrow Night

rPHONE MAIN 379;

LUDWIG Wm J iLFELD,

Bridge Street.

"JJsiL its

'

'

,

Metal screens fit any window at
WEATHER REPORT
June 17, 1909
Gehring's.
Maximum 95; miniTemperature
mum 45; range 50.
,
Shakespeare's "As You Like It." at
Humidity 6 a. m. 50; 12 ja. 20; 6 the Bijou this week.
p. m. v7; mean 29.
Forecast
Tonight warmer southAlways hot water at Nolette barber
west portion; Saturday fair.
shop.

1

Everything that the Market affords in

Green Vegetables,

THE

m dsummer Sale

$3.75

for 50 feet all complete and ready for use. Every foot is" guaran
teed and if defective we will gladly replace free of charge.

ewsiffp

s

Successor to

LOCAL NEWS.

Bring your best girl to the dance
Saturday night at F. B. hall. Ice
Have you seen the complete line of cream and cake will be served. Mrs.
lace curtains at Gehring's?
O'Brien.

The Store That's Alwavs Busy

I

b- -

i-

-

The New
and Famous

...'p?

"Tourist" Callapsiblc GcvCart
"The Cart of Exclusive Features."

,

Six new membeis will be Instated
FOK SALE
Heavy work team,
into the local Elks' lodge nexc sound and young; also good family
Tuesday evening.
driver. Inquire H. O. Brown Tryi-

magic pictures at
Bijou. Bring the little ones.
Colored

UseOvir

the

Buffalo Jones, the celebrated lecturer on wild animals, at the Mystic
theatre tomorrow evening.

Pride Flour

ng

Co.

Cart's sold in Las Vegas this
year than all other makes put together.

More of these

.

M Son
J. C. Exclusive
Johnsen
Local Agents.
N. O. BROWN TRADING CO.,
DEALERS IN

ALFALFA. HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

o

Order your cream from T. T. Turn
er.

Get Our Prices before buying.

Bridge Street.

Best Meat in the City

at

THE.

Kest

Beef,

NOW

Pork.
Lamb.

Try Best

trip
the summer In
dred miles In northeastern New MexIn
here
the
fall
ieturning
Kid,
ico, 'where they combined business
and opening a larger etore.
with pleasure.
Messrs. Long and
Biehl went from Wagon Mound to
Do the fl'es bother you? Get a fly
Ribs,
Cuervo, making a wjde detour because
killer at Gehring's.
of bad roads, which made their trip
FOR' SALE 240 " acres on mesa, 9 much longer than had been anticipata'four-cylin-dI
miles from town, for quick sale, $9.00 ed. The two traveled in
no machine
and
bad
Oldsmobile,
per acre. See L. G. Calhoun, 61 Lin(MADE IN NEW MEXICO.)
trouble on the journey. At Cuervo,
coln avenae.
Biehl, who is an expert on automoDo Not Accept Any JUST AS
several big touring
biles,
Eleven-roohouse on
principal cars. repaired
on
were
the
They
v
accompanied
GROCER AND BUTCHER.
lot on
street; bath and toilet; 50-fGOOD Bread.
street car line; excellent location for trip by T. L. Snyder,, of Clayton, a
Phone 144 and 145
roomers. Will be sold at bargain. Ad- sheep man.
PHONE
dress: Box 301. City.
comFOR SALE A HOME
All
Sherwood Rye, served direct from
cement ' walks,
plete, trees, lawn,
fange in kitchen, base burner, bath the barrel at the Opera bar.
and toilet, cn a main street, cars pasStraight- Guggenheim
rye served "THE COFFEE MAN"
sing door. For quick sale, see L. G.
over tie bar at the Antlers. '
Calhoun, 816 Lincoln aye. J2.400.
z

tic. He will spend
.

131

Colorado,

VeeJ.
Spare

If you want to know whether you are des
tined to be a success or failure financially,
you can easily find out.

JoM

Cecil You Save Money?
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success
financially..
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

The First National Bank
'

NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL and SUJSPLUS $130,000.00.

the
Market
affords
in

L

'

JEFFERSON RAYN0LDS, President
HALLETT RAYN0LDS,
E. D. RAYNOLDS
Ass't Cashier.
Cashier.

Fruits,

MONEY SAVED
v

,

Berries
and

D. W. CONDON
Foot Main 8 1

L7o ESduq

Vegetables
For Saturday

Fins

Kansas City and native
Beef and fJutton

).

s

,

ON TRIAL;
.We want to loan you an. electric
flat iron on 30 days' trial Phone Main
'

206.

LAS VEGAS LIGHT & POWER CO.
523 Seventy street

FISHING.
No fishing will be allowed at my
Sunny Brook ranch, formerly known
as Harvey's lower ranch.
T. T. TURNER.

THE HYGEIA ICE
MADE FROM PURE

DISTILLED WATER
PRICES:

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
1,000 to 2,000 lbs.
"
"
200 to 1,000 lbs.
"
50 to C00 lbs.
"
Less than 50 lbs. "

NO

The best draft beer in .the city. At
The Lobby, of course.

"

CRYSTAL' ICE CO

'

20c
30c
40c
50c
75c

per hundred
;

"

McGulre

-

V

&

Phone Main 227

.

'

Webb

STEARHS,

All Aboard for Harvey'et
Carriage goes out Saturday morn
ing returns following Friday. Leave
orders at Murphey's or H.' O.. Brown'
'
Trading Cos.

Suits for Ken

j

Piwno fJain 13

Buy Flowers While

FOR RENT Good pasture with plen.
ty of good water. Mrs. Green.

rest, you want to look at, and try
on, some

The Opera bar has again placed its
barrels on the back bar, as customers
seem to think that the John Parley

of

our latest variety

Suits made by

Corn had. a different

flavor when
served directly from the barrel.

' Dart Schaffner

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opora bar. Served from bar
'
rels on the bar.

&

Marx

A lot of Smart new ideas in

(

f

-

Jr

these Suits will certainly please
you.

ley

Are

Cheap;""

at

"Sweet Peas, 60c hundred.
if

Daisies, 50c hundred.

The Boston Clothing Houss

Las Vegas Greenhouses
PERRY ONION. Prop. Phone Main 276

y

beautifully.

Carnations, 50 dozen.

n

:

If you like 4o wear clothes that
are just a little different than the

The new fabrics are exceptional-l-

us your order

Crcscrs, Dutetsrs and Hikers

H.

Grocer.

Flno native Vcah
Give

-

i

Free from Slate, or Slack

Phone Main 21

Papen

Boucher's

Everything

On Dotaestic Coal. Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what you want for cooking,

A.

t.

If you can persistently lay aside a certain

"

X

;

4

OF LAS VEGAS.

WHOLE WHEAT

Sausage,.
H&ms,
Bacon.

A Simple Test

v

Phone Main 85

nave Tried

You

apen's

EXTENSIVE AUTO TRIP

Alfred Long and M. Biehl, the latter being the proprietor of the Las
S. W. Hallock is closing out his
last night
stock of goods adjoining the New 'Op- Vegas garage, returned
from an automobile
of two hun-

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone

AN

y

".''-

Another large shipment just received.

Brotherhood tomorrow
Fraternal
night. All members are requested to
be present. Visiting members also

LOOK! I have 80
LANDSEEKERS,
Ice cream and apple pie, a la mode,
5 miles out, for onall
acres,
at Mrs. M. J. Woods'.
ly $8.60 per acre. Inquire for "Investment," Optic office.
The Gehrings are open for a match
game of baseball with any team in
They are still giving a forty-twthe territory. Satisfaction guaranteed
piece dinner set away at the Las Veor reason shown.
gas Mercantile Co.'s, at 2:30 every
705 Sixth
A big shipment of linoleum just ar Friday. Mrs. H. , Sturm,
was
successful
in
street,
rived at Gearing's.
getting a
set thia week. All the tickets you
The concert inthe plaza by May now hold are still good. Come and
flower band last evening drew forth a bring them with you next Friday.
multitude, who enjoyed the entertain
ment and vill go again. ' ..
LAS VEGANS BACK FROM

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

6th Street

HENRY LEVY.

..

at

STORE

GOODS

DRY

EXCLUSIVE

VEGAS'

M.
Copyright

1

909 by Hart Schaffher & Marx

GR.EENBERGER,
Proprietor.

'

